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SUSPENSION OF THE SWINE FLU IMMUNIZATION
PROGRAM, 1976

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMIrIEE ON HEALTH OF TIE

COMmTrEE. ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Washington., D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at. 10 a.m., in room 4232,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy, chair-
man of the subcommittee, presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Nelson, and Javits.
Committee staff present: Jay Cutler, minority counsel.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
The Department of Health. Education, and Welfare announced

yesterday that the national swine flu immunization campaign was
being suspended. This action was taken because at least 52 persons
around the country who had received swine flu vaccines later developed
a paralytic disease which has been diagnosed as Guillain-Barre syn-
drome and 7 have died. As I understand it, this is a disease of the
nervous system whose cause is not well understood by the scientists.

The Health Subcommittee is holding this hearing to attempt to
gain a better understanding of the seriousness of this development,
and whether these cases of paralysis are really related to the swine flu
vaccine. Hopefully, we will find today, or in the near future, that this
illness is not related to the swine flu vaccine.

Over 35 million Americans have received the flu shots thus far, and
they have the right to know exactly what, the situation is, as well as
the need to be reassured that their health is not in jeopardy.

Fortunately, it looks as though there is no reason for anyone to
panic about this limited number of cases reported. I understand from
some of the country's leading neurologists that this is an allergic
rather than an infectious disease, and normally occurs in moderate
numbers associated with a variety of other conditions, such as upper
respiratory disease.

Thus, it appears that there is no reason for anyone to fear that this
Guillain-Barr, disease can be transmitted from one person to another.

In addition, I understand that the disease itself is not usually
serious, that a majority of those affected by it recover totally, and
that very few people are left with permanent disability.

I think this is significant. It ii terribly important that the serious-
ness of the disease be put in proper perspective. I hope, Mr. Secretary,
you can provide reassurance to the American people on this particular
issue. I am sure there are many Americans that are concerned that
their children may be vulnerable to contracting this disease if they
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are attending school with a child who has unfortunately been stricken.
Elderly people must also be worried that their age may make them
particularly susceptible to being afflicted by this disease.

I think it is crucial that the public knows who, if anyone, is at risk
and the nature of the risk.

I appreciate the willingness of Dr. Cooper and his medical col-
leagues to come before us this morning to make clear to us and the
American people precisely what the latest information is about this
disease, and what are the implications of the events of the last fewday s.Last April the President asked the Congress for emergency legis-

lation to initiate a swine flu vaccination program, and fearing that
an epidemic might occur, Congress enacted legislation to enable the
program to get underway.

During the course of a number of hearings on this legislation, a
number of problems were identified. First, there was the question of
how likely an epidemic of swine flu really was, and how severe it
might be.

Then there was the question of the ability of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the drug manufacturers to
develop, produce, and distribute a high quality vaccine in time to
meet the flu season.

In addition, many serious questions arose when the insurance indus-
try refused to cover the liability of the manufacturers and adminis-
trators of the vaccine.

Finally, there were important concerns about providing each citizen
with sufficient information about the risks and benefits of the vaccine
to enable him to make an informed judgment about whether or not
to receive the shot.

We want to find out about the procedures that were developed and
implemented by HEW to inform -the people that were considering
taking the shot and actually took the shot about the side effects and
the risk/benefit, ratio.

It is obvious that the possible relationship of this paralytic disease
with swine flu vaccine will raise again many of the same questions.
It is appropriate, therefore, for us to review the entire swine flu
program and to learn exactly where it stands.

What we hope, Dr. Cooper, is that in the course of your testimony
this morning you will review with us the reasons why you and your

-Departiment became convinced that such a program was justified
and the scientific information underlying that decision. I wish you
would then review with us why the "potential relationship between
the cases of Guillain-Barre syndrome and the swine flu vaccine was
serious enough for you to decide to bring a halt, to the swine flu
program, which I think, for all practical purposes, effectively ends it,
given the time diniensions,' the tapering off of the threat of the flu
season sometime in March, the fact that at least a 2 or 3-week study
will be needed, and the psychological impact of this revelation on
the American people.

I am very hopeful that we can also review the other immunization
programs that are being continued by the I)epartnient of HEW.
I am sure questions will be raised about'the advisability of continuing
with these other immunization programs when we have seen what
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has happened with this one, and there is going to be, I am sure, some
serious hesitation among many people to participate. Obviously with
regard to a wide variety of tried and tested programs, that should not
be the case.

I think it is extremely important that we give reassurances to the
American people in areas where they should be reassured so that
important public health programs of proven worth are not damaged.

I would like to ask my colleague, Senator Javits, if he would make
a comment.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I shall be
very brief because we want to hear the witnesses.

First, I think the Chair has (lone absolutely the right thing. I would
like to compliment Senator Kennedy, the attitude just expressed by
m, colleague is completely constructive and positive. We are dear
friends, but I think it was so thoughtful and so right to immediately
call this hearing, and I hope no one will consider it anything but the
exactly right thing to do.

The country should know the witnesses are the appropriate people
to tell us about this very daring program for a possible epidemic. The
courage which Senator Kennedy showed and others of us showed, and
the 'resident and the Department showed, I think has paid off
therefor.

I hope the American people understand that.
Also, as Dr. Cooper will tell us, as we all know from our experi-

ence, there is a certain amount of danger to some people in anything
you do that involves millions of people.

I took the swine flu shot mysef before I advocated it for others
because I felt that was the only fair thing to do. I am within that
dangerous age bracket, for those over 65 who feared the shot.

So that is one point. I think that we must understand that there
are certain risks, that we take with our eyes open, and we have
apparently realized one of the risks, but the good faith effort involved
deserves the support of the public.

Second, I realize what Senator Kennedy has said on the practical
side, that is, youiialize that at this point in time this may be the end
of a program. I hope that my colleague and the Department will have
an open mind on that.

Let us say you are going to look into the swine flu. You are going to
account for it to us. You have your experts at work.

It is only December and, as Senator Kennedy properly said, that
the flu season lasts until March, and let us keep an open mind. Every-
thing he said is true, except the conclusion. Let us keep an open mind
as to whether this really means the demise of the program.

Lastly, I would like to say to the Department that your surveillance
system has been unusually good. You promised us that you would
have an effective surveillance system, and I think your picking up the
various cases and reports which have been made, including the hog
farmer in Wisconsin, who had the swine flu confirmed, indicates that
your surveillance system is working.

This is a rather rare disease. This Guillain-Barre syndrome, it may
or may not have something to do with the swine flu shots, but none-
theless I think you are absolutely right in stopping the program and
in not running the remotest risk.
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Now Senator Kennedy spoke quite properly about immunizations,
generally, and I think what has happened should inspire confidence
rather tan drain confidence from people.

There are accidents in everything. It may be something which has
had some casualties based upon an accident, which has nothing to do
with the merits of the case. But the fact is that the Department's
action in stopping the program immediately-stop, look and listen-
should be reassuring to the public that your vigilance will be constant
in protecting them.

I say that quite apart from a change of administration. I have every
confidence that whoever Governor Carter puts into HEW, or what-
ever happens to Dr. Cooper's job and his associates jobs, the tradition,
the form of organization, and the spirit and morale which has been
shown will stand up.

Again, I would like to thank Senator Kennedy the chairman, for
calling the hearing so promptly and giving you an opportunity to
explain and the public an opportunity to hear.

PzEPaw STATEMENT OF SENATOR JAVITS

Mr. Chairman, I would like to put the temporary suspension of the
national swine flu immunization program into perspective.

I have watched carefully the development and implementation of
this unprecedented public health venture since the Center for Disease
Control first became aware of the specter of a swine flu epidemic.

For years, public and preventive health experts had hope to get
the jump on a flu epidemic and beat the elusive virus to the punch.
And so the Public Health Service recommended a national program to
develop the swine flu vaccine and make it available to every American
who wanted it.

I believe this was a courageous decision. Such a massive program
had never before been attempted in the annals of public and preven-
tive health.

There were problems, and we know them well. But we also know
that Congress, under the President's leadership, reacted speedily and
resolved many of the dilemmas with the passage of the national swine
flu immunization program, Public Law 94-380.

While other difficulties continued to plague the program, the Public
Health Service, under Dr. Cooper's leadership, continued to mount an
effective program to combat swine flu. Dr. Coper continued the pro-
gram, basing it on the best available scientific data which, in the
opinion of most influenza experts and public health experts, justified
the program as prudent preventive medicine.

From the beginning, Dr. Cooper said that the Public Health Serv-
ice would change the course of the program if scientific data war-
ranted it. They developed a highly sophisticated surveillance system
to identify any adverse effects of immunization. This is the stem
that told us almost instantly of the coincidental deaths of some elderly
or chronically ill people shortly after they received the vaccine.

And, as you know, the Public Health Service has followed up on
these reports and has concluded that the vaccine itself or its adminis-
tration has not been involved.

This is also the system which identified the telephone lineman in
Missouri with a case of probable swine flu. It also picked up the hog
farmer in Wisconsin who had swine flu confirmed by vital isolation.
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And, most recently, this surveillance system began to pick up cases
of Guillain-Barre syndrome--a mysterious neurological dises-
amono persons who had been vaccinated with influenza vaccine, It
also picked up cases of unvaccinated persons as well. They identified
a total of 94 cases. Fifty-one had been vaccinated. Thirty-one had not.
The vaccination status of 12 is not yet known.

Little is known about the disease. Experts estimate that it afflicts
as many as 4,000 persons a year. The Public Health Service cannot
ay with certainty that there is not a relationship between administra-
tion of the vaccine and development of the diia in the 51 persons
reported yesterday.

But as-they mde the right decision in March to begin this program,
based on available scientific data, so I believe they made the right
decision yesterday to suspend it temporarily while they further in-
vestigate the relationship, if any, of the vaccine and Guillain-Barre
syndrome.

There are those who will say that this program has failed. I am not
one of them. I believe that it has succeeded. We have immunized
nearly 40 million people against influenza, more than twice the num-
ber inununized agaii this disease in any 1 year.

We have raised the public's awareness of the need to prevent disease
from happening. We are, I believe, through this program, beginning to
move the public awareness from crisis oriented medicine toward pre-
ventive medicine. And this, in my opinion, is the only way in which
we are going to significantly improve the health status of the Ameri-
can people.

Throughout the national swine flu immunization program, officials
of the Public Health Service here in Washington and in Atlanta, and
the thousands of Public Health doctors and immunization experts in
our States, cities and towns have worked conscientiously in the public
interest to prevent disease.

Like the rest of the members of the committee, I am interested in
the events that have led to the decision to suspend the program. But I
am not here to criticize with the great benefit of hindsight I believe
Dr. Cooper and the Public Health Service deserve our support, and
our thanks for what they have done.

Senator KENNDY. I want to thank Senator Javits for his comments
I think we have set the tone for this hearing, Dr. Cooper. And as

Senator Javits has pointed out, we work exceedingly close on health
matters. Obviously, you can see there is no partisanship when it comes
to this particular disease or in any health matter.

I hope that in your comments on this point that Senator Javits
mentioned on medical surveillance, you would elaborate on what is
being done. I think this is terribly important. We would be interested
in knowing what this surveillance system is showing with regard to
other side effects, if any, associated with the swine flu program and
other immunization programs.

Are you getting other reports through that surveillance-exactly
what reports, if any, are you receiving and what weight are you
giving to them.

Perhaps you could develop that to some extent in your comments
as well.

54-35 0- 77 - 2
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STAT T OP THEODORE COOPMER X.D., ASSISTANT SEREARY
FOR HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF TALTH, EDUCATION, AND WEL-
FARE; ACCOMPANY BY WILMAX FOEGE, M.D., ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS, CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL,
DREW; IAMES F. DICKSON MI, X.D., DEPUTY ASSISANT SER
TARY FOR HEALTH, DREW; W. DELANO MERIWEATHER, M.D.,
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INFLUENZA IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM,
OFFICE OF THE AI ANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH, DREW;
PAUL PARKMAN, M.D., DEPUTY DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF BIOLOG-
105, FOOD AND DRUG ADIlNISTRATION, DREW; RICHARD M.
KRAUSE, M.D., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTUTEOF ALLERGY
AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH,
DREW; SIDNEY EDELMAN, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, PUB.
LIC HEALTH DIVISION, DREW; AND DONALD TOWER, M.D.,
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NEUROLOGICAL AND COM-
MUNICATIVE DISORDERS AND STROKE, NIH, DREW

Dr. COOPER. Senator Javits, I am very grateful to have this oppor-
tunity to discuss at length the circumstances that led to the recom-
mendations that we temporarily suspend the program. I would also
like to compliment the committee for calling this so promptly because
in the last 24 hours or less, I have had the responsibility of responding
to innumerable inquiries, both from the public at large and the press
and other media, about this in a very constructive way.

I am also delighted with the tone of your comments, because I think
it is important that the public not be unduly alarmed or misled about
what the situation happens to be.

Let me first start out by saying that the temporary suspension that
I ordered yesterday on the national influenza immunization program,
often known as the swine flu program, applies only to that program.
It does not apply to any other immunization effort. As I have said
here before, in other circumstances, in discussing preventive medicine,
I am concerned that our performance in that area is not as good as it
should be, so I am greatly reassured by your support of the impor-
tance of recognizing how this kind of decision, which I made yester-
day, could be detrimental, not only to the influenza program, but if
misinterpreted, to other programs as well.

Let me assure the American public that there is no evidence of any
kind to challenge the reliability and the safety and the importance of
any of the other immunization programs.

I am particularly concerned that parents of young children not
interpret this as a reason to withhold their consent for their partici-
pation in childhood immunization programs. In fact, without this
particular crisis at the moment, as wre repeatedly reported, there is
concern that even without this, there has been inadequate immuniza-
tion of the youngsters.

Senator KEzNrEY. You have similar surveillance programs for all
these other immunization programs?

Dr. COMO .R. Let me. comment on that. It is very important. Senator
Kennedy.
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We have surveillance systems for other programs, but I would
candidly state to you they are not as complete and as extensive and
intense as the swine flu immunization program Let me mention, in
addition-particularly as we get into the discussion of the reasons
underlying my decision of yesterday-that when we accumulate data
on what happens to a vaccinee, we do not have comparable data on
what happens to a nonvaccinee in this particular syndrome known as
Guillain-Barre, a neurological entity.

Senator KENNEDY. Just on the other immunization programs, on
children's immunization programs, for example, do you have a sur-
veillance systemI

Dr. CooPER. We have a surveillance system through the Public
Health Service that has been going on for years. I think there have
been challenges to it, particularly in some questions like measles and
its association with neurological disorders. I have with me today not
only some of the people wh'o are on the list of witnesses, but I have
Dr. Donald Tower, the Director of the National Institute of Neuro-
logical and Communicative Disorders and Stroke, who can give you
come data as we go along about the relationship between studies that
have been done on neurological disorders and concerns about relation-
ship to immunization processes,.particularly measles.

Senator KENNEDY. But there is no concern on your part about the
effectiveness and safety of the other programs.

Dr. CooPER. I want to reassure everybody that the decision I made
yesterday is specific to this program. There is no reason to interpret
that any immunization program at this point, the usual kind that we
have on measles, polio, diphtheria, tetanus, whooping cough, should
be in any way interrupted.

Senator JAVITs. Could we just add one other word of assurance
though that what you have said about the degree of surveillance of
other programs may not equal the degree of surveillance in swine flu,
that it is your professional judgment that they are completely ade-
quate to catch any dangers or difficulties just as they did in swine
flu?

Dr. CooPER. Yes; sir.
In any case where we had felt that any suggestion from any of the

trends in the previous surveillance system were inappropriate, we
have asked the appropriate scientific'groiips to look into this and
conduct the particular studies to follow through on it. I have con-
fidence that we do understand the relative risk involved in the ad-
ministration of these biologic products.

Let me say, in addition, that although this is a highly visible pro-
gram, and this Guillain-Barre syndrome with its neurological com-
plication is an important thing, we, as a Nation, with programs like
smallpox immunization-that we recently recommended not be done-
accepted as a national need for many years a higher risk than any of
the complications I am going to discuss today. -

So we are well aware, and we do follow through on these kinds of
situations. But in influenza immunization, although we were admin-
istering on an average of 12 or 13 million doses per year even before
this, there. has never been a surveillance system to enable us to get at
some of these kinds of concerns. I will ask Dr. Foege, who is here
from the Center for Disease Control, later to comment on all the
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kinds of information that is being reported through the surveillance
system.

I think this is the first time that we have had this. Guillain-Barre
syndrome has never before been a reportable disease. We have esti-
mates from aggregated data from the National Center for Health
Statistics, and from reports from neurologists about this syndrome,
which is incidentally quite a difficult diagnosis to make.- We must not
jump to the conclusion that any condition that involves the nervous
system is Guillain-Barre syndrome, which also may be a consequence
of a public announcement of this type.

But when we started this program, with the best of faith, Mr.
Chairman, we promised a very comprehensive surveillance system,
particularly in view of the questions that Were raised about liability
and expected impact. Now, when we began to see some aggregated
data from a handful of States last week about initial reports about
Guillain-Barre disease, Dr. Sencer, Director of the National Center
for Disease Control, called me, alerted me to the fact We discussed it.
We discussed the need to go back and not only wait for people to
report-this unusual finding, but to pursue and seek it out.

With the data that we began to get then on these initial reports,
although there was a statistical concern, particularly in the age group
from 20 to 60-emphasizing that in the young, 18 to 24, and those
over 65, in particular, we were not able to establish any increased
risk-those between 24 and 64, in the minds of the statisticians, pre-
sented an unusual pattern at this point in time.

I felt that even though I couldbe criticized as being premature in
the decision or precipitant in the decision, and in some sense alarm
the public, I think the matter deserved further study at this time.

Now, you raised the question of why I would reach this conclusion
now on this condition when the situation arose a few months ago with
the heart deaths in Pennsylvania and other places, and we did not call
a suspension at that time.

The difference here is that in the heart death situation, we had a
longstanding history, understanding the total national demogruphy,
the natural -history of the disease, what to expect as a national inci-
dence in various population groups. Therefore we were able to look at
the data as it came in, compare it to a reliable data base, and make a
conclusion.

Now, in this particular disease, we have not had a reliable data
base. We were getting isolated case reports or cluster reports from
some States. I would point out here that many States, most States,
have reported none of these problems.

The military, which is giving a larger dose than we give, .have
reported no increase in any neurological complications in their active
duty personnel and so on.

We recognized that this statistical trend was important enough for
us to take notice, because we have not had a previous experience with
this, and because we have only fragmentary information in the past
about the expected incidence and that we needed to do something
about it.

Therefore, after consultation with many specialists with the Na-
tional Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Bureau
of Biologics, the Center for Disease Control-who expressed their
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concern about this statistical trend that we could not explain other-
wise at the moment-I concluded that we needed to temporarily
suspend the immunization program in the interest of the safety of al
the people.

Now, you had commented that the psychological impact of such a
decision was great.. Some concern of creating anxiety, some likelihood
that this being the death now of the program was great and so on. I
recognize that all these points had to be well taken.

I was encouraged by Senator Javits' comments that we ought to
reserve judgment at this point in time until we can get an adequate
data base and see whether this is a relationship or not. If, in fact this
relationship holds up, and even though we are not sure of the etiologic
mechanisms, I would be the first one to recommend suspension of the
program permanently.

However, I think we need to reserve judgment until we can see a
data base after we pursue the necessary inquiries through all the
States and through all the sources of information we can get about
the natural occurrence of this disease.

Senator IENNEDY. Of course, one of the considerations will be the
nature of the threat of the disease as well, will it not?

Dr. Coop=. Yes.
Senator KENNzEY. Perhaps you can tell us what is now your own

current assessment of the nature of the threat of swine flu ?
We are into late December. As I understand it, it is generally

thought that the flu season ends about the third or fourth week inmarclL
What can you tell us about the nature of the threat of the disease?
Dr. Coopim. We have set up in concert also with the program a more

extensive surveillance system about the onset of the flu season and so
on. We haye a network of some 58 or more stations that are systeinat-
ically tracking down the cause of upper respiratory infections.

Now, to date, we have received specimens and verified results on the
two very famous cases of swine flu, one in Missouri, one in Wisconsin.
We have recently received isolates of influenza Victoria A, in two
cases as well, with no evidence of, transmission either, very much like
the swine. One was in Alaska and one in Michigan.

We have also isolates of influenza B cases. I think that is of the
order of four, with no evidence of spread.

We are seeing the beginning of an increase in number of upper
respiratory diseases. We have not yet seen much evidence of person-
to- person spread of any kind of influenza this year. I think the point
to keep in mind here is that the flu season for about the past 10 years,
and certainly last year, did not begin this early. We got our first
isolate last year at about mid-January, and it peaked in early Feb-
ruary, and went as you say, Mr. Chairman, through March.

So I am not able to predict any better than I have in the past about
any kind of peak spread of either Victoria A, New Jersey 76 (the
swine), or B, in this year yet. But those are the most up-to-date data
this point in time about the real epidemiological information from
the tracking station.

Senator KENNEDY. What about other places in the world I
Is that not important in anticipating to what we might expect here?
What is the circumstance in other places in the world?
Dr. Coomim. Earlier in the year, as you might recall, reports in the

7-
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news from New Zealand, Guam, and a case in Ethiopia, that sort of
thing, these are basically, as I understand them, mostly areas where
the second year of Victoria, which were bypassed on the first year,
and this is not particularly unusual for transmission time from one
hemisphere to another, or that some geographic areas might be
by assed.

Perhaps Dr. Foege would want to elaborate on any other world
trends that the Center for Disease Control, which is hooked into a
World Health Organization total network, could give us.

Dr. Foege.
Senator KRNEDY. Let me just before hearing that, in hindsight-

and it is always easy to be the Monday morning quarterback-know-
ing what we know now, if you had known that earlier in the year when
you recommended the program, would you have still recommended the
program?

Dr. Coopm Yes, sir.
Senator KENtEDY. Not based upon the information you had at that.

time? .
Dr. Coop=. No.
This information does not change-that would not have affected

the decision, and I will be glad to go into that in response to one of
your earlier questions.

Senator KiNNEDY. All right.
Dr. Coonit. Dr. Foege, do you want to comment on the worldwide

data?
Dr. FoEo.. Worldwide, it has been as it. has been ini the United

States, a few isolates of a Victoria or B flu virus, but no indications
that we are having epidemics or even large-scale transmission of the
virus.

Senator JAvrrm As you are giving certain reassurances to the public,
could you, early on, state on what is the experience as to the time be-
tween the immunization shot and the onset of Guillain-Barre syn-
drome so that people who have had it are not worried?

Dr. COO ER. Yes, sir, I will go through that, and also update the
latest information on the wire.

Senator Javits. What is the time frame?
Dr. CooPnm..If there is a relationship, and I put it that way, Mr.

Javits, because I d9 not want it interpreted that I have already con-
cluded that there is one.

Senator JAVITS. I understand.
Dr. COOPER. But if there is a relationship, the peak of the relation-

ship seems to be that in a I- to 3-week Iostvaccination period. It is
not this situation where you go in and get a sore arm and perhaps a
12-hour modest fever as with any shot of this kind.

Any biological infection can induce a fever. As you know, my
reports on field studies done before the program began showed that,
1.9 percent of the people receiving the vaccine got a fever of a modest
frame, with the exception of a few; one as hilgh as 1050, and a few
over 1020. But the reaction rate was 1.9 percent, In the placebo group,
it was 1.7 percent

Now, we have systematically studied that. We are now talking in
that early time reference. What we are seeing, if this relationship is
significant, is that it peaks between 1 and 3 weeks following vaccina-
tion period.
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If it has been after 3 weeks, the relative risk is negligible at this
point in time as long as we know what it is.

You have got tolkeep in mind, however, that we are dealing with
just a handful of cases, relatively speaking, in these various age
groups. When you break them down into age groups, the 50 some cases
that I will mention become the basis with which we have to work, and
that makes the softness of the data evident.

It is the trend of the data, and the statistical interpretation of that
convinces us that we have to find an explanation, which we do not
have at the present time, for those deviations from expected statistical
trends.

Before we went off to that particular point, I had indicated to the
chairman that we would go back and comment on his question if I
knew the data worldwide at this point in time, and if I could have
anticipated that data would it have made a difference in the decision
to recommend a program of immunization to begin with ? That is con-
sistent with his original comments requesting that we briefly comment
on the history of the program and how the decision was made to begin
with. I recognize that in the newspaper this morning there was sig-
nificant commentary on the decisionmaking process.

Some time ago, I was asked in numerous forums-if I had it to do
over again, what would I have done differently about this program?
The point that I made at that time was that the most important thing
was a more comprehensive widespread discussion with all sectors of
the public at that time, so that everybody could understand what the
scientific information was and what the anticipated types of problems
wele

Very wisely, this committee, after an oversight hearing on, I be-
lieve, Septem ber 23, asked us to proceed with studying this problem
and reporting back to you about it. And it then asked some specific
clarification of other immunization activities, particularly polio.

As a consequence of that, we promptly held a national immuniza-
tion conference directed toward policy perspectives in which the re-
peated point was made that the perceived misunderstandings in the
program was-based on a lack of understanding of all the problems
and issues before the decision was made. .

So that your concern this morning, I think, is quite relevant.
We have a number of experts here that can go into this in some

detail. But just to summarize, let me say that the emergence of the A
New Jersey 76 virus at Fort Dix with demonstration of person-to-
person transmission-I would point out here again that I am often
told there was I case or 4 cases or 11 cases--the fact is that we have
evidence that it was human-to-human transmission in 500 cases or
more in that situation, and the key issues were that we had an isolate
of a virus and transmission human to human in that setting.

The difference in this A family of virus was that it was not. in the
antigenic sense, just a shift, a modest change from last year's form of
flu, but a significant change in the antigenic sense in which a large
amount of the population would not have natural or historical or
temporal immunity from exposure to this.

Whereas, even with Victoria, since it had passed through the com-
munity last year at a brisk rate, many would have substantial exposure
in previous* history.
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After consultation with a variety of experts at that time, and since
it was isolated early in the spring, or late winter, and since we had
the technological capability, we thought, to be able to produce a vac-
cine that could anticipate a major antigenic shift, without being sure
that there would be a major pandemic, we made that recommendation
in the interest of good preventive medicine. This is what we knew
about, among many of the facets. Every other major pandemic had
been proceeded by a local outbreak which seemed to be contained the
prior year.

Now, to be absolutely candid, what we didn't know, and what we
still do not know, is whether every major antigenic shift is succeeded
or is followed by pandemic. But,'knowing one-half of that equation,
knowingthat we had a possibility, knowing that we had the virus iso-
late, knowing that we had the time and the technology, the recom-
mendation was made on the basis of good preventive medicine
philosophy.

That is what we were anticipating since we felt we could make a
good vaccine with good margins of safety and do it in a time frame
that would offer widespread protection from a possible pandemic
spread in the future.

That was the reasoning and the way it occurred.
Last year, as I mentioned, the major strain, but not the only strain

that caused flu, was called A Victoria. A Victoria was detected on the
mainland in the west coast and, in January, the first isolate, as Dr.
Foege pointed out earlier, was by mid-January. It had spread to most
of the States by March rapidly as it has a very rapid incubation
period. It is not a trivial disease. Any kind of real influenza-and I
am not talking about what people call flu, any upper respiratory
disease, any gastrointestinal disturbance, where one has diarrhea,
nausea, or some vomiting, or where one has some sort of indisposition
like a hangover, wants to stay home for a day and has a 24-hour
virus-everybody calls these things flu. But influenza is a specific
entity. It is not a trivial disease. It is extremely costly in medical care
and it can kill large groups of people. Even with A Victoria last year,
the excess death rate from January to midsummer or later was already
about 12,000 deaths which perhaps could have been preventable.

So, on the basis of understanding the natural history of the disease,
and those other factors, we recommended to the President and subse-
quently to the Congress that we attempt this unprecedented effort to
offer a preventive measure for this very important clinical entity.

Subsequent to that, in most discussions it was stated-well, we have
often been criticized for poor preparation-this has been a series of
snafus that have not been well thought out. I would like to discuss that
for a moment because the impression exists that we did not know
there would be a liability problem. Well, I can assure you that we did
know that we had to be concerned about it. We did know that this kind
of a new program would raise issues. We inquired about it early in
the year, and our conclusion was that it could be managed within" the
context of available legislation and authorities, but also within a rea-
sonable price fix, and adjustment of premium.

We were as surprised as you and the public were when somebody
raised the question that it was uninsurable.

Now, the thing that disturbed me is that the interpretation was
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given that the reason why it was uninsurable was because it was a bad
vaccine. Whereas all of the clinical- studies at that time-and mind
you we had, as we promised, conducted extensive clinical trials in
7,000 patients last summer and through the early fall about their
seriological response, their local reactions, any long-term reactions,
and the like, and we did not see Guillain-Barre syndrome, we did not
see anything more than the fevers that we reported and the sore arms,
by and large--consequently, the conclusion was that this was insur-
able. If you look at the actuarial data from past years and keep in
mind that a vaccine has been available for 30 years, and for the past
several years, 10 to 12 million doses had been administered largely
through private physicians' offices without a surveillance system of
consequences-but we had no basis, nor did the insurance companies,
in my opinion, have the basis for calculating that this vaccine was
unrealistically at risk.

But what they were talking about was since it was a mass im-
munization program-in this atmosphere that people would be prone
to challenge for compensation, com sensation for any indisposition-
the legal fees would be very large. That is a large difference between
concluding that the vaccine is not safe, and whether or not the thing
is uninsurable. That was a large setback for the program and it
created a lot of confusion.

The second point in the line of major setbacks was the report from
Allegheny County of the three deaths, and heart attack deaths at that
time subsequently rapidly increased in our reporting. The reason for
that is once you report that swine flu causes heart attacks, every heart
attack that any had or in anybody who had gotten a vaccination
was begun to be listed. Fortunately, we had a natural history of that
process and were able to respond relatively promptly on what was to
be expected.

In checking through, as we had promised, every kind of incidence
on an indivi dual basis, by type, we were able to clearly reassure the
public that this was not related.

The program, responding from that setback then, began to pick up.
At this point in time, as of last week or 10 days ago, there were 35
million vaccinations. My guess is they were approaching, by the time
we stopped it, 39 million or 40 million vaccinations when this par-
ticular cluster of reports began to occur.

Tie reason I had to make the distinction and asked for a tem-
porary suspension was because I could not explain some of the sta-
tistical data on the initial reportings of Guillain-Barre syndrome.

Many people from many States reported nothing. We have to go
back and ask them now to go look at the record, to see about people
who have been vaccinated and not vaccinated.

As of this morning, 107 cases have been reported and that is com-
pared to the 94 that I reported yesterday-58 in people who were
vaccinated, and 34 in people who were not vaccinated, and 15 the
situation of which was unknown. Total deaths in that group is six at
the present time.

Now, one was due to pulmonary embolism. That is not the usual
cause of death-

Senator KE.NNEDY. This is almost. twice as many incidents with the
vaccine as the nonvaccine.

84-635 0 - 17? 3
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Dr. Coom. You have to keep in mind, Senator, that the surveil-
lance system is directed toward vaccinees, and we do not know the
proper numerator in the nonvaccinees. We have no historical basis on
which to be sure what to compare it to.

As I reported yesterday, by using data from the National Center
for Health Statistics and experience reported in other articles and
textbooks and in consultation, we think that perhaps in the past the
annual rate of this particular syndrome would be about 4,000 cases a
year. That would mean a little over 10 a day.

If we calculated back since October 1 to what we might have antici-
pated up to the moratorium yesterday, it might be between 600 and
700 we shouldd be seeing. I would not want you to conclude that the
vaccination was protecting against the disease. I think we have to be
careful on how we handle the number, so that the expected total inci-
dents has not been exceeded. The thing that caused the concern was
the data trend in what has been reported.

Since I am not confident that we can explain this difference in the
2 to 1 that you expressed, then I think we had to call a suspension.

Senator KzNNEDY. When will you know for sure whether the swine
flu caused the disease?

Dr. COOPER. Let me say that I think it will take us a few weeks to
get back to every State, have a check of the appropriate hospital rec-
ords, to find out what we can about the unvaccinated population in
all the age groups as well as in the vaccinated.

Guillain-Barre syndrome is a difficult clinical diagnosis, and I am
sure that people will say that anything of a neurological abnormality
might be there, and we will have to check out the proper diagnosis.
We will have to check out a lot of these kinds of things.

Senator KEzNDY. How long are you talking about?
Dr. COOPZR. I am talking about a month.
Senator KENNzDY. A month anyway?
Dr. CooPER. If we see something sooner that solidifies a relationship,

obviously we will call a permanent halt to the program.
Senator KENNEDY. In the period of the next month you may call a

permanent halt to it-
Dr. COOPER. But not yet.
Senator KENNEDY. But you will not know for a month whether

you will be prepared to move ahead?
Dr. CoOPER. That is right. We have to systematically go through

and verify the diagnosis and verify particularly the incidents in the
segment of the population that has not been vaccinated, because we
do not have an appropriate reporting system for this syndrome in
that group of patients

Senator KENNEDY. But you were not really able to tell, for example,
with the legionnaire's disease with any degree of predictability.

Do you think you will be able to tell with this disease?
Dr. CooPER. It is possible that after a month or several months of

study that we cannot firmly establish cause and effect, and I would
reiterate that Guillain-Barre has been around a long time with no
known cause. If you read the literature on this particular syndrome,
approximately one-third of the illnesses are situations where no
known association of anything beforehand has ever been implicated.

In about two-thirds, some antecedent illness of several weeks to sev-
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eral months has been implicated, the most frequent of which is upper
respiratory infection. Now nobody has been able to prove it for some
time. I am not promising tiat we can unequivocably clarify this.

However, there is a distinction between the legionnaire's disease and
this because we have a lot more to work with, and we have a lot more
systematic information that we can pursue and a lot more specificity
on the clinical features of the syndrome and the relationship of what
we are seeing.

Let me just say that we have already checked out, for example, if
these people had had any other immunizations, and just to reassure
again, we are not talking about the other immunizations, that is not a
feature.

We have also, up to this date, checked out several of the sources of
the vaccine. Of the first 37 that have been studied, there has been no
known association with any of the 23 different batches, whether it is
monovalent, bivalent, whether it is split or whole, whether it comes
from one company or another.

So that the whole spectrum is there. Well, we have not been able to
make any distinction on the first part of that vaccine survey which
has also been just initiated. But we will keep you informed of any
trends on that.

We obviously will do many kinds of assessment in that regard. We
have not been able to relate it to any imperfection in the specification
performance of a vaccine.

Senator KENNEDY. Let me ask you what conclusions, just to get on
to a related subject, what conclusions do you draw as to the research
that we ought to be doing in neurological and respiratory diseases?

Is this going to be reflected in the administration's budgetI
Let me ask you about health statistics. It is my understanding that

appropriations for that program was cut back last year.
I remember appearing before the Appropriations Committee and

urging that the appropriations not be cut. We are talking about $15
million to $18 mi lion.

What does this say with regard to the importance of health
statistics?

Dr. Coom. What it says with regard to the need here is that
obviously the statistical data base, surveillance system, needs to be
solidified and enhanced.

It is a subject which I would recommend for the necessary resources.
I have also emphasized the need to make sure that the research budget
is relatively balanced so that we can take care of this, dealing with
neurological diseases and infectious diseases in the future and not
emphasize or skew the thing to only some of the more well-known
clinical problems like cancer or heart disease. So I do recommend a
balanced approach to it.

Now, I am not, in direct answer to your question, in a position to
report to you the 1978 appropriation request to the President. It hon-
estly has not been put to bed. We are still in intense discussions about
that.

You can rest assured that I will make every effort to make the case
as strong as possible for those objectives.

Senator KENNEDY. The statistical base is extremely important, not
only for this disease, but for all the immunization programs?

Dr. CoonzR. Absolutely.
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Even before this particular situation occurred, I have repeatedly
pointed out that we need to enhance that effort. The notion, because
we have antibiotics, that all infectious-disease is solved is quite inap-
propriate. Infectious disease is still a very serious medical and eco-
nomic problem in this country, and we must pursue it.

Senator KNND. Let me just go back a step, and I want to invite
Senator Nelson, who has been patient during the course of this 6x-
change, to join us at any time, ask questions at any time.

You said earlier, both in the course of your testimony and in prior
appearances before the committee, that this really was one of the
safest vaccines.

How do you reach that conclusion?
We are familiar with the various clinical trials that take place,

and having seen what has happened in these circumstances, what does
this really say about the whole testing mechanism?

Dr. CooPER. Mr. Chairman, I think I am not willing to conclude,
and I hope you are not at the moment, that what we are seeing at this
point in time is proof that inoculation causes Guillain-Barre. There
fore, I am not willing to conclude this at the moment. Until we do, I
am seriously enough concerned that I have taken an unusual step.
However, the reason that I felt that it was a very fine vaccine, one of
the safest products, was for the following reasons:

One, we had extensive clinical trials on thousands of people in which
we were able to candidly report what the side effects were. We had
a -large experience with other vaccines, in which we, as a nation, had
been willing to accept much higher risks, for example smallpox.

The other experts here can comment on the risk of side effects of
any biological product. I think we cannot try to take to the American
public a concept that any vaccine, any biological product, any chemical
product is without risk. It is a question of relative safety compared
to expected effect.

With some cancer chemotherapy agents, for example, we are will-
ing to accept a great deal of toxicity for the hope of its potential bene-
filt For large-scale public health programs which we are doing on a
preventive basis, we cannot accept that ratio. We must go down to a
much smaller one. But, as a nation, we have been able and willing
for many years to accept a risk much greater than that offered by this
influenza vaccine. That is the basis on which I discussed the relative
safety and quality of the vaccine. In addition to that fact, we had on
an antecedent basis excellent data about the capacity of the vaccine
to induce the necessary antibody response.

Senator KENNriY. Well, that leads me to a question about the indi-
vidual's assumption of the risk.

You are very familiar with the long and detailed negotiation be-
tween our committee and your staff with regard to the adoption of
the informed consent provisions I

Dr. Coop=i. Yes, sir.
Senator KF.NNEY. And working with the assistance of the Commis-

sion for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Be-
havioral Research. The reports we have received, as one, reported in
the newspaper yesterday, about the millions of Americans, or a signif-
icant percentage of Americans, not involved in the informed consent
process as outlined in the statute.

I would like for you to tell us-
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Dr. Coopm. I am going to ask Dr. Foege to report to you in some
detail about the followthrough on that.. But, let me point out at the
onset, this again is a reflection of the importance and the significance
of what we discussed at the onset of this program. It involved a whole
new concept of surveillance and followthrough.

We promised a survey, even this aspect of it, and the reason that
report was made was because we followed through on that survey,
made the information public, and then followed through on check-
ing out on what these data, as were reported the other day, mean.
That process is going on, and Dr. Foege can comment on what that
original percentage reported in the newspaper means and where we
found it and what is happening at the moment.

Senator KENNEDY. The act says, "the development, in consultation
with the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects
of Biomedical and Behavorial Research, and implementation of a writ-
ten informed consent forn and procedures for assuring that the risk
and benefits from swine flu vaccine are fully explained to each indi-
vidual to whom such vaccine is to be administered."

Now, is that the case today f
Dr. FoEE. In the report, Mr. Chairman, that you are talking

about-
Senator KENNEDY. That is the act.
Dr. FOIXIL This is our intent.
In the report that we have seen, some 14 percent of the people ques-

tioned said they had not been given a consent form to sign. Of this
14 percent, half of them, however, had been given the information
and had signed a separate sheet. And in some States, it was approved
so that they could give information to people, and the people sign an-
other sheet to say they have received this information. This leaves 7
percent unaccounted for.

Some of these people have had vaccine through their private physi-
cians, and we have not asked private physicians to have a consent
form signed.

Senator KENNEDY. Did HEW give approval to the States that it
could be done that way?

Dr. FowFO That is right. The States had to use a consent form or
they had to use a proced re which we thought was as good or better
than the consent form, giving proof that people were, in fact, given
the information.

Senator KENNEDY. It says: "a written informed consent form and
procedures"-not "or procedures." It says implementation of a writ-
ten informed consent form and procedures for assuring that the risk
and benefits, etcetera.

It does not give you the authority, the power. I do not see it in the
legislation, where you can substitute for that. I do not see that.

Dr. FoEO. In some clinics, what they have done is supplemented
with wall posters the items in the consent form, and they have gone
through their discussion groups to discuss those items-

Senator KENNEDY. Is that a written informed consent form, if it is
published on the wall?

Dr. Coopva. Mr. Chairman-
Senator KENNEzY. We have had a long series, a longtime standing

interest in the whole question of consent. We have done very extensive
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hearings on it, and we were very, very explicit in terms of what should
be done in terms of it.

We want to find out whether the law has been complied with and, if
not, why not.

It says clearly here, informed consent form and procedures.
That is what I am trying to find out, whether that is being followed

or whether you have got some other process that you are following.
And if you are, what is the justification for it I

Dr. F owO. We are not trying to follow another process. I think
there are circumstances where ithas been necessary to discuss the con-
sent form with people, where they do not actually sign the consent
form, but they sign another register to say they have had this infor-
mation.

So people should have a written consent form available to them
even if they do not sign it-except for private practitioners, and we
have not demanded that private practitioners have a written consent
form.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, it does not say in the language that is
what you can do. I am just trying to find out whether you are comply-
ing with the law on this, or whether you came back to us and said you
cannot comply with it and you want a change in the law.

The law is very clear, and there is a very, very substantial reason
and Justification for informed consent that we have seen over exten-
sive hearings of this committee. It says very clearly written informed
consent form.

Dr. COOER. It is not that the group did not sign and acknowledge
it. It is the manner in which they were explained. They did not sign
the specific form, but the content of it was given and they did sign to
acknowledge this was all done. We did not come back to the commit-
tee to see it this application of the content of the form and its signa-
ture was acceptable. That is correct.

However, we felt if that followed the intent of what you were try-
ing to do, to hand over a piece of paper without the procedure is not
necessarily following your intent either. So the lapse ,here I think you
are driving at is whether we came back and explained how we were
going to use the content and obtain the signature on that particular
register or piece of paper.

I think it is clear that from what Dr. Foege has said that in check-
ing back, that is, in fact, what happened.

Senator KeNNEDY. Well, this, as you well know, involves very ex-
tensive issues and questions as to the legal issues that are raised, past
decisions, and individual rights. Those have been outlined in numer-
ous court decisions.

We spent a great deal of time on the issues of informed consent and
the protection of the people. We worked on that particular section in
very considerable detail and drafted it to be as precis6 as necessary.
And now the Department on this particular issue is, in some case,
following different procedures, with some mistakes, as I understand.

Dr. CoopER. I am not sure it is mistakes. I think we should have
come back and said to have handled this particular group of PeOple
we would go through it and then get their signature, but we did have
them sign a separate piece of paper. And I think that is correct

That is a mistake in what I believe you are interpreting the wording
of the act that is in front of you at the present time. That is correct.
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Senator KNNEDY. Well, it is my understanding that under the
indemnification provision, the providers will be covered only if the
consent form is actually signed. There is a serious legal question, in
terms of coverage, if it is not.

Dr. Coop=. There was a signature, Mr. Chairman, so that is
covered.

The act also says if it is given by private physician, who is not
doing it free of charge, that they are not covered. That is not what we
ar talking about.

Senator KNmDy. I would say you are going to have a healthy
legal battle on something which is a matter of great importance to
this committee where we thought we were making it as precise as
possible, which was worked out in consultation with the HEW coun-
sel on this.

Dr. Coop=. Could I suggest that we get a response from HEW
counsel and present it to you about its appropriateness, because it
was done in consultation with HEW counsel, both from the develop-
ment of the wording with you as well as for the proper application
and discussions with the States?

And I would be glad to provide a legal response for that. We will
go back and ask general counsel to respond very promptly about
that interpretation.

[The material referred to follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH

WASHINGTON, IO.C. "2:[01

FEB 1 5 1977

Honorable Edward H. Kennedy
Chairman, Subcomittee on Health
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

On December 17, Dr. Theodore Cooper testified before your Subcommittee

regarding the National Influenza Imunization Program. I am enclosing

supplementary information regarding the implementation of informed

consent procedures for inclusion with the testimony.

Sincerely yours,

F. Dickson III, M.D.
Acting Assistant Secretary for Health

Attachments
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INFORM D CONSENT PROCEDURES
INFLU 4HA DMIZATON PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
February 9, 1977

The following information is provided to supplement the Department's
testimony before the Subcomnittee on December 17, 1976 concerning the

'i, implementation of informed consent procedures under the National
Influenza Imunization Program.

To summarize, each recipient of a project grant vas required to obtain
written informed consent from all persons vaccinated, except in situations
where the vaccination was administered in "the usual private physician-
patient relationship." This grant requirement governed all vaccinations
given under the program except those administered in clinical studies or
other research projects, and those vaccinations administered by the
Department of Defense, the Department of State, the Peace Corps (ACTION),
the Veterans Administration, and the Bureau of Prisons. Written informed
consent tis required per usual practice in all of the studies and research
projects, although the content of the consent document was generally
modified to cover any additional risks and benefits which night accrue from
participation in the particular study. The five Federal departments or
agencies listed above vere given responsibility for obtaining informed
consent as a consequence of receiving vaccine directly from the manufacturers,
and outside of the State and local health department delivery system. Each
of these departments or agencies vas given the standard consent documents
for use, and was provided with guidance on the implementation of informed
consent procedures. The responsibility for obtaining written informed
consent was accepted by these departments or agencies, except that the
Department of Defense decided that these procedures were not appropriate for
active duty military personnel. These procedures did apply, however, to all
other persons vaccinated by the military.

Therefore, with two exceptions, all monovalent A/New Jersey/76 or bivalent
A/New Jersey/76 and A/Victoria/75 influenza vaccine should have been
administered this flu season only after prospective vaccinees were given a written
statement of the risks and benefits of influenza vaccination, and signed a
statement indicating that they had been provided with this information and
desired to receive the vaccination. The two exceptions are active duty
military personnel and persons receiving vaccinations in the "usual private
physician-patient relationship." In this latter case, failure to obtain
written informed consent removes the private physician from the liability
coverage of P.L. 94-380.

851-635 - 77 - 4
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2.

To understand the steps which the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare took to insure that these procedures were carried out, it is
helpful to trace the evolution of informed consent requirements throughout
the existence of the National Influent& lmmization Program. The key
actions are as follows:

April 14. 1976: Guidelines for Influenza Isnanization ProJect Grants
were issued (Tab A). Informed consent requirements were not known,
and supplemental guidelines were promised.
May 15, 1976: Based on informal discussions with States and contract
negotiations with the vaccine manufacturers, a formal request for
State input into the development of informed consent procedures was
made (Tab B). At this juncture we anticipated giving considerable
flexibility to States in implementing informed consent procedures,
provided information on risks and benefits was given to prospective
vaccinees, and that the provision of this information was documented.
Kay 24, 1976: The first project grant awards were made, and all were
conditioned with the requirement that an HEW developed statement of
risks and benefits be provided to vaccines (except vaccinations
provided in the usual private physiclan-patient relationship), and
that documentation that it was provided be obtained. Based on legal
counsel review, standard Informed consent procedures were determined
to be necessary to meet the requirements of the vaccine manufacturers.
Variations in the language of the statement was to be submitted to CDC
for prior approval (Tab C). Staff of CDC and the HEW Office of General
Counsel began the development of the form and procedures, with input
from State and local health officials, the Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP), and various PHS personnel.
June 18. 1976: Supplemental Guidelines for Influenza Immunization
Project Grants - Informed Consent were issued, and an HEW statement of
risks and benefits was provided (Tab D). The program was expected to
begin in aid-July.
July 15, 1976: Revised Guidelines on Informed Consent and a revised
statement of risks and benefits were issued to take into account the
uncertainties surrounding recomendations for persons under age 25
(Tab E). The program was expected to begin within 3-4 weeks after
resolution of the liability issue. Negotiations with the manufacturers
and the insurance industry were continuing.
Ausust 12. 1976: President Ford signed P.L. 94-380, which contained
specific requirements for informed consent.
Auiust 17, 1976: Staff of the Center for Disease Control met with
the National Comission for the Protection of Human Subjects of
Biomedical and Behavioral Research. Copies of existing guidelines
and risk-benefit statements were reviewed. The Commission raised
three major objections to the form and procedures:
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1) The form was not specifically labeled a "consent" form.
2) The statement on the risks of vaccination during pregnancy

was not appropriate. -
3) The statement did not include information on the possibility

of a swine or Victoria influenza epidemic.
In addition, it was clear that the existing form did not advise persons
of their "rights and remedies" under P.L. 94-380. Many proposed state-
ments of rights and remedies were discussed.
Auxust 28. 1976: An introductory statement ("Important Information
from the U.S. Public Health Service about Swine Flu and Victoria Flu
Vaccines-Introduction") was approved by the HEW Office of General
Counsel, to take into account the recommendations of the National
Commission. It was to accompany all risk-benefits statements already
developed.
September 17, 1976: Revised guidelines on Informed Consent were issued,
taking into account the utilization of the "Introduction". (Tab F).
September 20. 1976: Dr. Ryan, Chairman of the Commission wrote to
Dr. Sencer, finding the "Introduction" a "good faith effort" to respond
to the suggestions of the Commission. He noted, however, the Commission's
concern about using a separate statement rather than revising existing
forms, the apparent inconsistency in the two statements on pregnancy, the
fact that "consent" still did not appear on the original forms, and that
the names of those giving the vaccination did not appear on any of the
forms (Tab G).
September 24. 1976: Supplemental guidelines were issued to give interim
instructions regarding notifying persons under age 25 of the possible
need for a second shot (Tab H).
November 17, 1976: Based on the results of additional field trials, a
two-shot regimen was recommended by the ACIP for normally healthy persons
under age 25.
November 18. 1976: A brief notice was printed and distributed to grantees,
to be given to persons under age 25 notifying then of the definite need
for a second or "booster" shot (Tab I).
December 16, 1976: Moratorium imposed by Assistant Secretary for Health
in order to determine degree of possible association between influenza
vaccines and Guillain-Barre Syndrome. Imposition of moratorium effectively
nullified previous Informed Consent statements.
December 29, 1976 aad January 14. 1977: Meetings of ACIP to review data
on possible relationship between influenza vaccines and Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Recomendation of ACIP to Assistant Secretary for Health
submitted (Tab K).
February 7, 1977: Secretary for HEW assembled multidisciplinary panel
of experts with academic/scientific, labor and public interest backgrounds
along with members of the ACIP (Tab L).
February 8, 1977: Secretary of HEW announces resumption of program for
High Risk individuals (Tab H).
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February 8. 1977: New Informed Consent statement developed by
Department in consultation with National Comission for the Protection
of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research and staff
members of Subcomittee on Health of the Comittee on Labor and Public
Welfare, U.S. Senate (Tab N).

As provided in each of the versions of the project grant guidelines governing
informed consent, deviations from the language of the risk benefit statement
or from the procedures outlined in guidelines must be submitted to CDC for
prior approval. Several requests have been approved. The Pennsylvania State
Department of Health was permitted to combine the monovalent and bivalent
consent documents, and to print the information on an optical scan sheet
which could also be used for data tabulation. The California State Department
of Public Health was permitted to add language regarding liability for claims
as provided in California State law. The Washington State Department of
Health was permitted to add language explaining the possibility of an epidemic
of A/New Jersey/76 or A/Victoria/75 influenza (similar language was later
included in the "Introduction" statement developed by HEW). Several States
were permitted to print the "Introduction" on the same sheet of paper with
the mQnovalent and bivalent statements, as long as each recipient retained
for future reference information on their "rights and remedies" under
P.L. 94-380. Several States were also permitted to obtain signatures on a
separate document, so long as the document contained a heading consistent
with the "Registration" section of the HEW form.

Before turning to an evaluation of how well these procedures are being carried
out, two-questions have arisen regarding the procedures themselves: The fact
that the basic "informed consent" documents are not labeled as such, and that
signatures indicating consent have been obtained in some instances on a
separate document. Throughout the developmental phase of these documents and
procedures, both before and after the enactment of Public Law 94-380, three
usually competing concerns were evident: The need to distill complex medical
and legal phenomena into a balanced statement understandable to the average
citizen; the need to develop procedures which are capable of being implemented
in virtually every health care setting in the country and by a variety of
professional and lay people, both paid and volunteers; and the need to protect
the Federal government's interests in the event of litigation.

The debate about the labeling of these forms has been constant. We
believe that a person signing the following statement is giving consent
to vaccination, Is attesting to the fact that he or she is "informed"
about the risks and benefits of vaccination to the extent he or she is
capable, and that the person or organization providing the vaccination
has taken basic steps to facilitate a truly informed decision:
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"I have read the above statement about swine flu, the vaccine,
and the special precautions. I have had an opportunity to ask
questions, including questions regarding vaccination recom-
mendations for persons under age 25, and understand the benefits
a,d risks of flu vaccination. I request that it be given to me or
.o the person named below of whom I am the parent or guardian."

We believe that the signing of such a statement is the giving of "informed
consent" for vaccination by any definition, including that provided for by
P.L. 94-380 (see Tab J). However, after the enactment of P.L. 94-380, we
did include in the "introduction" the following statement:

"Attached is more information about flu and flu vaccine. Please
take the time to read it carefully. You will be asked to sign a
form indicating that you understand this information and that you
consent to vaccination (emphasis added)."

The supplemental use of a separate documentary (signatory) card or list was
permitted in a few instances because it conformed to existing informed
consent procedures in some clinics. We felt that this procedure was consitent
with contractual and legislative requirements, and would be better understood
by the recipients of vaccination and the clinic staff since it was the
procedure that was normally followed.

The use of posters and other means of notifying people of useful information
has been encouraged as a supplement to written informed consent procedures.
Posters have been used frequently to highlight contraindications to vaccination
and the most current vaccination recommendations for persons under age 25. In
no instances was the use of posters approved in lieu of utilization of written
consent documents.

Several methods of monitoring the implementation of informed consent procedures
have been undertaken. Federal personnel at CDC and in the PHS Regional Offices
have been instructed to make an on-site review of the implementation of these
procedures as part of their regular technical assistance visits. Personnel of
the Government Accounting Office have been most helpful in giving us and
appropriate State officials feedback on their on-site reviews. All reports of
irregularities from these and other sources have been followed up. In general,
major problems have been discovered in very few situations, and have occurred
in isolated clinics. State level commitment to and implementation of informed
consent procedures have been uniformly good. The speed with which the program
was developed, the many last minute changes in informed consent procedures,
and the great diffusion of vaccination responsibility among virtually all
health care providers in each State, have been primarily responsible for
the few problems which have arisen.
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In addition, CDC has undertaken an evaluation of the implementation of
these procedures by questioning a national sample of persons in the United
States who have been vaccinated. These data are useful in assessing the
overall implementation of informed consent procedures, although they are
based on individual recollections of what occurred and are subject to the
normal limitations of national sampling procedures. These data suggest
both positive and negative findings.

Of the people interviewed during the early part of December, 322 said they
had received a shot (up from 142 the month before). Of these, 892 said
they were shown or given a form at the place where they were vaccinated
telling about the benefits of the vaccine and about possible side effects
or reactions to it (up from 862 a month before). The data show that 741
of those who were vaccinated in "a doctor's office" recalled a form,
compared to approximately 902 of those vaccinated in other settings.
Ninety-three percent of those recalling a form said they understood all
(792) or most (142) of the information on it.

A disturbing 162 of the persons vaccinated said that they didn't sign
anything to receive the vaccine (up from 102 a month earlier). This

percentage was highest, as expected, when the vaccination was provided
in a doctor's office (392) or in a hospital (332), but was disturbingly
high in health clinics and other public sites as well (6-182). Of those
who didn't sign anything, 112 said they had been asked to, but didn't.

When asked what was signed, 522 said it was the "information form"
discussed earlier in the interview, 72 said it was a register (a list with
other people's names on it), and 292 said it was a "slip of paper". From
an analysis of the verbatim responses, it appears that a "slip of paper"
was probably synonymous with the lover portion of the consent document in
most instances.

These data suggest that the vast majority of persons vaccinated recalled
informed consent procedures which were consistent with Federal guidelines.
However, even allowing for faulty memories, slippages are also evident.
We will continue to monitor the implementation of these procedures, and
will take appropriate corrective action when required.
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M10A0 GUIDELINES FOR THE INFLUENZA ItOWNIZATION
PROJECT GRANTS

CKWMER FOR DISEASE CONTROL
April 14, 1976

1. purpose

The objective of the Influenza lamunization Program is to establish

before the next influenza season an integrated, comprehensive

immunilation delivery system, through official health agencies

and utilizing the entire health care delivery system, capable of

king appropriate influenza immunization available to every person

In the United States for whom it is not contraindicated. Project

grbnts are being provided to assist States and communities in
t

organizing and carrying out vaccination programs to immunize the

general population against A/New Jersey influenza, and high risk

groups against both A/New Jersey and A/Victoria influenza.

11. Eligible Applicants

Any State or territory, or any local jurisdiction which hAs a current

immunization grant, is eligible to apply for an Influenza Program

Grant to conduct an intensive vaccination program within its

jurisdiction.

III. Type of Assistance

Grants will be awarded for a budget period of not more t. an 12 months.

They will be buppleaental to the present ilaunization grants awarded

under Section 317 of the Public Health Service Act; however, only

HEW, PIS, CDC
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funds requested for the Influenza program are to be reflected on the

application. A now project identification number, toslaplify

administration and accounting, will be assigned to the Influenza portion

of the avard and a nov 12-month budget period viii be established at the

time of the avard. Crantees should set up separate accounting and

reporting for this supplement.

IV. Application Format

The project plan should describe clearly and concisely information on

the points enumerated below:

A. Background and Need:

- Demographic data of the population by county age groupings,

- Aggregates of population in industry, schools, and other

organized settings, and

- Facilities and resources %phich are or will be available to

implement the program.

B. Activities Proposed:

- Community-vide Immunization programs, selective population

Immunization programs, laboratory and epidemiologic surveillance

programs, and other activities enumerated below in the Proxram

Elements section.

C. Method of Operation

- The tiefing and plan of operation of activities listed in B.

above.

- Type and number of key personnel who V1 conduct the program

and their responsibilities.
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- Plam for the promotional and educatiocal aspects of each of

the activities.

- Tent of participation of public and private medicine, and

voluntary organizations.

D. Project Evaluation

- Criteria and procedure for measuring the effectiveness of

proposed activities.

V. Program Elements

State and local health agencies vill have responsibility for carrying

out the influenza program within their jurisdictions. Program planning

and implementation at the State and local health agencies should consist

of the following program elements and activities:

A. Coordinating Comittee

The applicant should outline plans for the establishment of and/or

the extension of an existing immunization coordinating coittee

which can assist in the implementation of the various components

of the program directe" at both the general public and health care

providers and to establish a viable working relationship with

voluntary organizations, civic groups, and professional associations,

etc. The committee should be composed of representatives from

official State agencies, medical groups and other health

professionals, voluntary organizations, industry, etc.

84-63, 0 - 77 - S
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D. Participation by Private Medicine

To successfully carry out a national influenza Immuniuation

campaign of this magnitude, it is necessary that the private

sector of medicine be involved, particularly with respect to the

actual imunization of people. The applicant should describe the

efforts they will sake to obrain the active cooperation of the

State and local medical organizations to participate in implement-

ing this Immunization effort, including plans to obtain cooperation

from private medicine in conducting mass imnunization clinics where

this is the only feasible way to reach large segments of the

population in a short time.

C. Participation of Other Health Care Providers

The applicant should describe plans to obtain the participation of

major health care providers, including hospital and nursing home

administrators, in administering vaccine to heir patients as well

as participating in programs to reach remaining susceptibles.

D. Utilization of Volunteers and Other Comunity Resources

The applicant should describe plans for the establishment of s

corps of volunteers which will be available to assist in all

phases of the influenza program, as well as in programs for other

vaccine preventable diseases in the future. Additional State and

community manpower resources which can be mobilized should also

be identified.
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K. Coordination of the Influenza Program with Ongoing Immunization

Activities

The applicant should describe hay the influenza program will be

coordinated with the existing vaccine preventable disease program.

F. Professional Education

The applicant should describe plans to assure a continuing infor-

mation program directed towards the medical professions, including

the extensive use of all professional Journals, State and local

medical societies, etc.

C. Public Awareness Activities

The applicant should describe plans to provide information to

motivate and stimulate the general public about vaccination needs,

timed to coincide with the availability of vaccine.

H. Training Staff and Volunteers

The applicant should describe plans for the necessary training

of both professional and volunteer personnel in the skills required

for the conduct of the influenza program.

I. Vaccine Storae, Supplyj and Delivery

The applicant should describe plans to maintain adequate storage

of vaccine and to develop a system for monitoring vaccine distri-

bution and usage among physicians, health departments, industry,

schools vd mass community clinics.

J. Proaram for High Risk Groups

It is anticipated that bivalent vaccine compried of A/Victoria

and A/Ney Jersey influenza. antigens will be available during the

month of July to initiate programing to high risk populations.
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The applicant should describe plans for the immnization of

"high risk" groups in cooperation with private medicine, hospitals,

retirement center, etc., beginning in mid-July.

K. Program for Remtning Susceptibles

The applicant should descrtbe plans for the systematic provision

of monovalent A/New Jersey vaccine to persons in organized settings.

Including schools, Lduatry, etc.; and for community campaigns for

reaching the remaining rortelation (September-November).

L. Assessment of Vaccine Utilization

The applicant should desctibe am plan to implement an assessment

mechanism to coincide with Inltiaticn of the immunization campaign.

Utilization of the present "doses administered vaccine tally system"

vill provide age-sp,;cific v.,ccine coverage rates by county and State.

Age-specific population data by county should be obtained in order

to estimate the size of the susceptible population. This type of

information will provide 8 Mechanism for program evaluation.

Concurrent verification of the tally system will be recommended in

certain selected high density population centers by appropriate

sampling procedures which are being developed.

M. Surveillance of Disease and Vwccitnr Reactfons

The applicant should describe a plan to implement a system for:

- Surveillance of influenza disease due to A/Mew Jersey influenza

virus and other etiologic agents;

- Monitoring vaccine associated reactions, including a mechanism

for responding to persons with vaccine related complaints; and
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- ouitori8g disease trends in order to direct special immni-

tation efforts toward outbreak control if needed.

N. Informed Consent

The applicant shall describe the procedures to be employed to

insure that appropriate information of the risks and benefits

of vaccination is provided to persons (or parents and

guardians) before they receive vaccine. Further guidance on

requirements for informed consent vill be provided.

VI. Costs That Kay Be Financed with Federal Funds

Influenza grant funds may be used for the following:

A. The cost of influenza vaccines to be used throughout the project

area. (Vaccine will be provided in kind. Include yor estimated

needs as part of the application.)

B. Salaries and related expenses such as travel of health personnel

assigned to the influenza program whose major functions involve:

- Planning, organizing, and implementing intensive influenza

immunization programs

- Managing influenza vaccine distribution

- Maintaining epidemiologic and laboratory surveillance

- Assessent activities.

C. Supplies. ,equipment, and educational materials necessary to

conduct influenza vaccination programs. We anticipate that a

limited number of guns my be available to grantees in ieu of

cash.
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D. Vaccine storage space and shipping costs.

2. -Admiistrative, training, and support cost required for program

activities.

VII. Vaccine Accountability

A. No provider of vaccine may charge for the cost of the vaccine.

B. Grantees should establish a procedure requiring a signed

certification from each private physician or other health care

providers (such as county or city health department) receiving

federally provided vaccine, that no charge has been made for

vaccine.

C. Invoices, receiving reports, and vaccine certification documents

should be retained for audit purposes on all influenza vaccine.

VIII. Review and Coment Procedures

Because of the urgency to assure the implementation of this program,

it is essential that the processing of grant application be handled

expeditiously. Opportunity for review and coment by State health

planning agencies established under Section 314(a) of the Public

Health Service Act will be required. If this cannot be accomplished

prior to submission of the application, the applicant should concurrently

forward the application to CDC, the Regional Office, and the "(A)"

agency for r'eviev and comment. The "(A)" agency's comments should be

forwarded to CDC and the appropriate Regional Office when available.

16
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The applicant should indicate in the transmittal letter accompanying

the application that the "(A)" agency has been provided a copy for

review and comment. The esam procedure viii apply, as appropriate,

for planning agencies funded under 314(b) of the Public Health Service

Act.

IX. Application Procedures

A. Application for grant* will be made on project application forms,

(FOS 5161-1). State health departments may secure consultation

and assistance from the appropriate Public Health Service Regional

Office. Local health departments should secure consultation and

assistance from their State health department and the Public

Health Service Regional Office through their State health

department.

5. Application forms may be obtained by or through the State Health

Department from any Public Health Service Regional Office.

C. Applications shall be transmitted simultaneously to the Center

for Disease Control (original and 2 copies) and to the appropriate

Regional Office (2 copies).
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

caTeo ?On WISCAM CONTROL
ATLANTA. GCOGIA 30333

May 12, 1976

TO : State Health Officers

FlOM : Director
Bureau of State Services

SUBJECT: National Influenza Imunization Program - Proposed Plan to
Assure Delivery of Risk/Benefit Information to Vaccinees

Background

Recent legal decisions regarding liability in mass vaccination campaigns
have evoked concern among many of those involved in planning the National
Influenza Imunization Program against swine influenza. The legal
situation is complex, but most experts agree that providing candidates
for vaccination with full and yet reasonable and understandable information
on the benefits and risks of vaccination is an essential step in their
participation. Documenting that the Information has been given and under-
stood is another critical feature of the process.

In line with the accepted duty to inform, manufacturers of swine influenta
vaccines have requested that HEW take "reasonable steps to assure that each
person inoculated (or where appropriate, parent or guardian of such person)
is informed of such risks and benefits." It is likely that HEW will accept
this responsibility.

Certain recent cases have focused on vaccinations in mass programs and in
public clinics. In the public health clinic context, the court pointed out
that "in the case of a prescription drug which Is unavoidably unsafe, and
as to which there is a certain, though small, risk throughout the population,
there ujt be either a warning--meaningful and complete so as to be under-
stood by the recipient--or an individualized medical judgment that this
treatment or medication is necessary and desirable for this patient." It
appears from previous court decisions that the problem Is different if
the vaccination is done In a public clinic than if it is done in a private
physician's office. In the latter case, the physician has been generally
viewed-as authorized to do the balancing of relative riaks and benefits on
behalf of his patients. Even in the physician's office, however, the need
for information exchange and documentation of the acceptance of medical
treatments that carry some risks are becoming sere and sore important.
Another difference between clinic and private medical practices is the
variation from State to State in the concept of what in fact constitutes
Informed consent for medical care.
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However, it is in the Immnization clinic, where many persons are seen, and
individual discussion may be impractical, that the furnishing of a notice
to the recipient (or a parent or guardian), and the availability of
documentation (either by a signed statement or registration records or
otherwise), that the notice was actually furnished take on particular
significance.

CDC's Proposal

We propose to make available to the States who wish to use it (provide it
to all), a standard form bearing the identification of HEW and CDC which
provides information on the risks and benefits of vaccination against
influenza. The enclosed draft information/registration form contains a
risk/benefit statement which has been approved by the Public Health Service
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices in its meeting on Hay 6-7, 1976.
Potential vaccines would be provided with the written description of the
risks and benefits of vaccination translated into the appropriate languages
for populations whose lingua franca Is not English. Someone should be
available in each clinic to determine if the potential vaccinees are able
to read and understand the statement and to explain Its content and answer
any questions. This process may be supplemented by the use of posters,
audio-visuals, and" talks at the clinic.

Such a form could be packaged in quantity in boxes containing the vaccines
so as to arrive directly at each -manization clinic with the vaccine. We
would also provide suitable quantities directly to you. Health departments
would still be required to develop non-English versions.

We believe that this standardized information delivered in ways which can
reasonably assure that vaccine recipients are informed will Aeet our (Federal)
perceived needs. However, It will be essential that suitable records are
maintained to show that individuals were Informed. This can be accomplished
by having a document such as the registration form signed by each adult or
by the parent or guardian of a child before inoculation or by using otter
documentation procedures which would be judged acceptable by legal advisors.
The individual documents or other records would presumably need to be
retained by the responsible public agency for 3 years or other legally
determined period of time.

Furthermore, public health agencies should also insure that materials are
made available to other health care providers who will be receiving vaccine
with specific guidance regarding the need to provide information on risks
and benefits to al vaccinees.

This is a suggestion only. What is done ultimately in your State is an
appropriate decision for you, so long as assurancl can be made that
vaccinees were informed of risks and benefits of vaccination.

a
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what CDC Wants From You

Ve would appreciate receiving your written cownente on our proposal
specifically addressing the following questions:

1. What alternatives to the system described do you perceive as being
(a) more useful, (b) more attractive, or (c) more appropriate, In
your State?

2. What are your plans, if any, for assuring that risks and benefits are
presented to patients receiving vaccination in private physicians'
offices?

After receiving your comments, ye propose to amend the project grant guide-
lines along these lines, and to ask each of you to submit supplemental
information on steps which you plan to take regarding assuring that
vaccinee. are informed of risks and benefits. There will also be discussions
of this matter at the Conference of State and Territorial Epidemiologists in
Cherry Hill.

In view of the time constraints in this national pogpas, we would appreciate
receiving your comments in Atlanta .Friay May 21 ssible.

onald Millar, M.D.

Inclosure
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Influenta (flu) is a disease caused by a virus. It may cause fever. chills.
headache, dry cough, and aching in the back, arms. and legs. Illness may
last several days to a week or more. For many people, flu t a moderately
severe illness but complete recovery Is usual. Rowover, complications may
lead to pneumonia, or death in a small proportion of cases. For the elderly
and those chronically Ill with heart or lung disease, It -y be especially
serise.

The maw ine-influensa virus represents a major change from the influenza
viruses of recent years. When now vtris strains develop, they may cause
epidemics because people have not built up specific protection against them.

luenza Vaccitw

Today'e flu vaccines produce fever bide effects than vaccines used in the
pat. Flu vaccine is produced from a killed virus and, therefore, will
not cause Influent&. A single injection by needle or jet injector should
protect most individuals exposed to the swine-like flu virus* for the coning
Influenza season (November-Aptil).

Possible Side Effects

Most people who take the influenza va-c'ne will notice no side effects at
all. A mall percentage of persons w'.U experience some fever, chills,
headache, and muscle aches within tho ftst 48 hours. Tenderness, redness,
and some swelling of the arm may be rz :c d for several days. Fevers In young
children from any cause can occasiotal: y produce febrile confulatons.

Precautions

Very rarely severe and potentially fat.l, reactions can occur with any
vaccine. In some instances people reccivin vaccine have had allergic
reactions, therefore, persons with a k;nhfr allergy to eggs should not
receive the vaccine. Persons with hl.h fever should delay Immunization
until their temperature returns to nornml.

Recomendat ion

Because of the danger of the disease. M the very snall risk of the
vaccines, doctors and scientists biit.*,. that everyone should take the
vaccine except children under .-- yeats and people with known allergy to eggs.

LECISThATION We have read the above statement about influenza vaccine and have been given
IFUM the opportunity to ask questions. We twlieve we understand the benefits and

risks of'influenza vaccine and reque..t chat it be given to us and any mbers
of our family listed below.
Adults Date

Name Signature - Age
tame Signature - Age___

Name Signature -Age
Minor Members of Family to be lwmuntzed (to be completed by parent or guardian)

Name Age.
Name Age

RloAge______
Address
• d the type A/Victoria flu virus. (To be added to information sheets

Of the bivalent influenta vaLcine)
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641e Direct Assistance Equipment Item covers purchase of 69 Jet Injectors.

Spare parts should be purchased through financial assistance.

Vaccine vill be provided in kind by CDC at no charge to the grant, estimated -it:

1,430.000 dohod livalent
5.500,000 doses Monovalent

ONDITIONS OF GRINT APARD:

1. General conditions applicable to the base Immunization grant (05-H-000070-44.)
revmin in effect.

2. Activities supported by this award vii be consistent with CDC Program o.u. lines
for Influenza Ieanixation Project Grants. This Includes activities su;.; --,d
through contractuAl or similar agreements with local health units.

Ve.kly and monthly reports of vaccinations given viii be furnished to C.
according to a forget to be provided.

4. Funds provided under this supplement shall be accounted for separately :r.,n
funds provided under the base grant. Final Report of Expenditures for ci.,.-e
funds oust be furnished to CDC within 90 days after the close of the bu..%
period.

5. Grantees shall, in order to assure appropxiate notice to persons vaccir.,at.
in a program for which funds are made available pursuant to this award.
the following steps:

a. Arrange for the furnishing of a statement4 to be developed by the ; ,:*rent
of health, Education, and Welfare, to all persons who receive vacclr.,.t.-na
(other than v4ccinstions administered in the usual private physician,--*:.nt
relationship at defined in CDC guidelines). Any variation iron the I.,- uage
of the statement must receive the prior written approval of the Dirv';.r.,
Center for Disease Control.

b. Arrange for documentation-of the notice to persons who are so vaccinrw. :. The
docuc.entation say consist of either a signed statement from the vaccin.c or
registration b) the vaccines under procedures, to be approved in a,,-• in
writing by the Director, Center for Disease Control, which vould et.a ",,h that
the statrwnt tas been comunicated to the vaccine. The docuenent-it:. in either
case hall be :et ined for a minimum period of three years.

c.?.Arrange to hav copies of the statement sent to all private physicir.: .1 o
receive vaccinc through a program assisted by this grant.

d. Take such additional steps as may be appropriate to promote infornwd .rcticipatiom
by prospective vaccinees. Supplemental guidelines will be forrnished . rX.
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SUPPLMD TAL GUIDELINES FOR INFLUENZA DIWNIZATION PROJECT GRANTS
INFORMED CONSENT

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL
June 18, 1976

I. Purpse

In viev of its role in planning and arranging for the implementation

of the influenza program, the Federal Government has assumed the respon-

sibility for developing the content of a statement of the benefits and

risks of imunization, and for taking reasonable steps to assure that

each person vaccinated (or where appropriate, his or her parent or

Guardian) has been informed of such benefits and risks. This responsi-

bility will be specifically spelled out in the Government's contract

with the manufacturers for the purchase of the vaccine.

Those supplemental guldeLines outline the steps to be taken by grantees

in order to smut* informed participation in the immunization program

by prospective vaccinees.

It. Ninimum KecuireNntO for a Written Statement of Risks and Benefits

A. The following minimum requirements have been established, and have

been issued as a condition of grant award for all influenza inmuni-

gation grant supplements:

"Grantees shall, in order to assure appropriate notice to
persons,vaccinated in a program for which funds are made
available pursuant to this award, take the following steps:

a. Arrange for the furnishing of a statement, to be developed
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, to
all persons who receive vaccinations (other than vaccinations
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administered in the usual private physician-patient relation-
ship as defined in CDC guidelines). Any variation from the
language of the statement must receive the prior written
approval of the Director, Center for Disease Control.

b. Arrange for documentation of the notice to persons vho are
so vaccinated. The documentation may consist of either a
signed statement from the vaccine or registration by the
vaccines under procedures, to be approved in advance in
writing by the Director, Center for Disease Control, which
would establish that the statement has been communicated to
the vaccinee. The documentation in either case shall be
retained for a minimum. period of 3 years.

c. Arrange to have copies of the statement sent to all private
physicians who receive vaccine through a program assisted
by this grant.

d. Take such additional steps as may be appropriate to promote
informed participation by prospective vaccinees. Supplemental
guidelines will be furnished by CDC."

S. As indicated above, grantees must provide copies of the information

statement to private physicians who receive vaccine, but are not

responsible for the use of the statement by private physicians who

administer the vaccine in the "usual private physician-patient

relationship."

The term "usual private physician-patient relationship" cannot be

defined with precision, despite the key legal distinction drawn

in recent court cases between iinunizations provided in this

situation and in the situation which obtains in public imunization

clinic. It is prudent to interpret this narrowly at the present

time. It should be limited to situations where vaccine Is

distributed to a private medical pract'itioner for use by him in
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a setting where he normally practices medicine, according to

scheduling und other procedures which are routinely performed

In that setting. It does not apply to the administration of

vaccine in special clinic situations which are established

primarily to provide isimunizations, even if it is oupervised

by a private medical practitioner.

C. A copy of the CDC informetion/registratLon document Is attached.

It can be used to document that information was received, or the

information segment can be used separately with an alternative

documentary procedure. The Center for Disease Control will provide

quantities of this form in lieu of cash through the influenza grant,

upon request from grantees.

I1. Other Requirements for Public Clinics

A. It is clear that the mechanical provision of a statement of risks

and benefits, and documentation that such a statement was provided,

will not by itself ensure that prospective vaccines are informed

sufficiently to make a truly informed choice between receiving

vaccination or not. Within each immanization clinic, at least

one person should have the duty to screen prospective vaccinees

to determine If they can read the Information provided. At least

one person should be available to answer questions about the

vaccine, Its contraindications, its normal risks, and Its expected

benefits. This person(s) should be clearly identified. To the
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extent possible, approved statements of risks and benefits should

be available in translations understood by significant non-English

speaking populations in the area. (The Canter for Disease Control

vil provide translations of prototype statements in Spanish,

Viet amses, and Trench. Printing in quantities should be done

locally.)

B. Deviations from the procedures outlined in 11 and 11.A must

receive the prior written approval of the Director, Center for

Disease Control.

C. These required steps may be supplemented as appropriate vith:

(1) The provision of pamphlets and the display of posters on

risks and benefits of vaccinations; (2) the use of audio or

audio-visual techniques; (3) pro-clinic publicity through the

mass mdia and through other information channels, including

the printing of consent documents in newspapers, etc., to provide

for pre-registration and pre-review of risks and benefits.
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ORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT SWINE AND
VICTORIA INFLUENZA (FLU) -VACCINE

(BIVALENT)

The Disease
Influents (flu) is caused by viruses. When people get flu they may have
fever, chills, headache, dry cough or muscle aches. Illness my last
several days or a week or more, and complete recovery is usual. However,
complications may lead to pneumonia or death for some people. For the
elderly and people with diabetes or heart, lung or kidney diseases, flu
may be especially serious.

It is unlikely that you have built up adequate protection against swine flu,
since it has not caused widespread human outbreaks in the past 45 years.
You may 9r may not have adequate protection against Victoria flu, although
many Ameficans had this flu last winter. It was responsible for over 12,000
deaths.

The Vaccine
The vaccine will not give you flu because it is made from killed viruses.
One shot (with a needle or by jet injector) will protect most people from
swine and Victoria flu during the next flu season (winter 1976 - spring 1977).
Today's flu vaccines cause fewer side effects than those used in the past.
In contrast with some live vaccines, influenza vaccine can be taken safely
during pregnancy.

Possible Vaccine Side Effects
Most people will have no side effects from the vaccine. However, tenderness
at the site of the shot may occur and last for several days. Some people
will also have fever, chills, headache, or muscle aches within the first
48 hours.

Special Precautions
As with any vaccine or medication, the possibility of severe or potentially
fatal reactions to flu vaccine must be considered. However, there have
been no reported deaths from flu vaccine since the early days of vaccine
use (1940's). In some instances people receiving vaccine have had allergic
reactions. You should note very carefully the following precautions:

-PEOPLE WITH KNOWN ALLERGY TO EGGS SHOULD RECEIVE THE VACCINE ONLY UNDER
SPECIAL MEDICAL SUPERVISION.

-PEOPLE WITH FEVER SHOULD DELAY GETTING VACCINATED UNTIL THE FEVER IS GONE.
-CHILDREN UNDER YEARS OF AGE SHOULD NOT RECEIVE FLU VACCINE.
-PEOPLE WHO HAVE RECEIVED ANOTHER TYPE OF VACCINE IN THE PAST 14 DAYS

SHOULD CONSULT A PHYSICIAN BEFORE TAKING THE FLU VACCINE.

In you have any'questions about flu or flu vaccine, please ask.

REGISTRATION FORM
I have read the above statement about the swine and Victoria flu and the
vaccine. I have had an opportunity to ask questions, and understand the
benefits and risks of flu vaccination and request that It be given to as or
to the person named below of whom I an the parent or guardian.

Name of Vaccinee (Please Print) Age of Vaccines

84-635 0 . 77 - 6

Signature of Vaccines or Parent or Guardian
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IMPORTANT IMROATION ABOUT SWINE
INFnuA (FLU) VACCINE

(NONOVALENT)

The Disese
Influenza (flu) is caused by viruses. When people get flu they may have
fever, chills, headache, dry cough or muscle aches. Illness may last
several days or a week or more, and complete recovery is usual. However,
complications may lead to pneumonia or death in some people. For the
elderly and people with diabetes or heart, lung, or kidney diseases, flu
my be especially serious.

It is unlikely that you have built up adequate natural protection against
swine flu, since it has not caused widespread human outbreaks in 45 years.

The Vaccine
The vaccine will not give you flu because it Is made from killed viruses.
One shot (with a needle or by jet injector) will protect most people from
swine flu during the next flu season (winter 1976 - spring 1977). Today's
flu vaccines cause fewer side effects than those used in the past. In
contrast with some live vaccines, influenza vaccine can be taken safely
during pregnancy.

Possible Vaccine Side Effects
Most people will have no side effects from the vaccine. However, tenderness
at the site of the shot may occur and last for several days. Some people
will also have fever, chills, headache, or muscle aches within the first
48 hours.

Special Precautions
As with any vaccine or medication, the possibility of severe or potentially
fatal reactions to flu vaccine must be considered. However, there have
been no reported deaths from flu vaccine since the early days of vaccine
use (1940's). In some instances people receiving vaccine have had allergic
reactions. You should note very carefully the following precautions:

-PEOPLE WITH KNOWN ALLERGY TO EGGS SHOULD RECEIVE THE VACCINE ONLY UNDER
SPECIAL MEDICAL SUPERVISION.

-PEOPLE WITH FEVER SHOULD DELAY GETTING VACCINATED UNTIL THE FEVER IS GONE.
-CHILDREN UNDER YEARS OF AGE SHOULD NOT RECEIVE FLU VACCINE.
-PEOPLE WHO HAVE RECEIVED ANOTHER TYPE OF VACCINE IN THE PAST 14 DAYS

SHOtLD CONSULT A PHYSICIAN BEFORE TAXING THE FLU VACCINE.

If you have any questions about flu or flu vaccine, please ask.

REGISTRATION FORM

I have read the above statement about the swine flu and the vaccine. I
have had an opportunity to ask questions, and understand the benefits and
risks of flu vaccination and request that it be given to me or tQ tho person
named below of whom I a the parent or guardian.

Name of Vaccines (Please Print) Age of Vaccines

Signature of Vaccines or Parent or Guardian
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REVISED SUPPLEVINTAL GUIDELINES Fok ?I1S!I ZA I2O(UNIZATIOW PROJECT CRAMS
INFORMZ CONSENT

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL
July 15. 1976

I. Purpose

In ,.v of its role in planning and arranging for the implementation

of t.he influenza program, the Federal Government has assumed the

reponsibility for developing the content of a statement of the

be.i!.fts and risks of imunization, and for taking reasonable steps

t. ,4ure that each person vaccinated (or where appropriate, his or

arent or guardian) has been informed of such benefits and risks.

This responsibility will be specifically spelled out In the Government's

contract with the manufacturers for the purchase of the vaccine.

These revised supplemental guidelines supersede those dated June 18.

1976, and outline the steps to be taken by grantees In order to ensure

Informed participation in the Immiaiation program by prospective

vacri nees.

It. liniaum Requirements for a Written Statement of Risks and benefits

A. The following minimum requirements have been established, and have

been issued as a condition of grant award for all influensa Imunization

grant supplements:

"Crantees shall, in order to a*sure appropriate notice to persons
vaccinated Il a program for which funds are mwde available pursuant
to this avrd, take the following steps:

1. Arrange for the furnishing of a statement, to be developed
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, to all
persons who receive vaccinations (other tham vaccinations
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administered in the usual private physician-patient relationship
as defined in CDC guidelines). Any variation from the language
of the statement must receive the prior written approval of the
Director, Center for Disease Control.

2. Arrange for documentation of the notice to persons who are
so *accinated. The documentation may consist of either a signed
statement from the vaccine or registration by the vaccines undhr
procedures, to be approved in advance in writing by the Director,
Center for Disease Coitrol, which would establish that the state-
ment has been coumunicated to the vaccinee. The documentation
In either case shall be retained for a minimum period of 3 years.

3. Arrange to have copies of the statement sent to all private
physicians who receive vaccine through a program assisted by
this grant.

4. Take such addition3l steps as may be appropriate to promote
Informed participation by prospective vaccinees. Supplemental
guidelines will be furnished by CDC."

As indicated above, grantees must provide copies of the information

r' tement to private physicians who receive vaccine, but are not

Sr.ponsible for the use of the statement by private physicians who

• ministerr the vaccine in the "usual private physician-patient

• .:3tlonship."

. term "usual private physician-patient relationship" cannot be

• "ied with precision, despite the key legal distinction drawn in

• ,,t court cases between immunizations provided in this situation

: !n the situation which obtains in public immunization clinics. It

!A prudent to interpret this narrowly at the present time. It should

he, limited to situations where vaccine is distributed to a private

!.,.,tlcal practitioner for use by him in a setting where he normally

;r.ctices medicine, according to scheduling and other procedures which

,rt. routinely performed in that setting. It does not apply to the

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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administration of vaccine in special clinic situations which are

tstablished primarily to provide Immunizations, even if they are super-

vised by a private medical practitioner.

C. A copy of the CDC information/registration document is attached.

It can he used to document that information vas received, or the

information segment can be used separately rith an alternative

documentary procedure. The Center for Disease Control viii provide

quantities of this form in lieu of cash through the influenza grant,

upon request from grantees.

III. Other Requirements for Insuring Informed Participation in the

Influenza Proaram

A. It Is clear that the mechanical provision of a statement of risks

and benefits, and documentation that such a statement vas provided.

vill not by itself ensure that prospective vaccinees are Informed

sufficiently to make a truly informed choice between receiving

vaccination or not. Within each immunization clinic, at least one

person should have the duty to screen prospective vaccines to

determine if they can read the information provided, and to identify

persons in the high risk group. At least one person should be available

to answer questions about the vaccine, its contraindication., its

normal risks, and its expected benefits. This person(s) should

be clearly Identified.

';roved statements of risks and benefits should be available in

taslations understood by significant non-English speaking

i
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populations in the are. The Center for Disease Control vilI provide

translations of prototype statements In Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,

French. and Vietnamese. Printing in quantities should be done

locally.

D. Crantees shell take appropriate steps to insure that prospective

vaccinees who are under ate 25 (or their parent or guardian) are

informed of vaccination recommendations for persons of their age.

Such recommendations, when they are available& should be publicized

thro-4h normal publicity channels. However, grantees shllt

1. Include such recommendations with any distribution of risk/

benefit statements which nay be signed prior to the time vac-

cinations will be given (particularly for school programs where

the parent or guardian may not be present when the vaccination

is given), and shall display these recommendations at all

locations where vaccinations are provided, except when the

vaccine is being administered in the usual private physician-

patient relationship (see 11.5 above).

2. Provide copies of age-specific recommendations for vaccine

usage to all persons or organizations which receive vaccine

from the grantee for administration during the program.

3. Insure that health personnel assisting in vaccination clinics

are aware of age-specific recomaendations, and that prospective

veccinees who are under age 25 are provided with vaccination

recommendations for persons in their age group.
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I'. Deviations from 3.auired Procedures

De-:jtions from procedures outlined in 11, IU.A, and 11Z.B

e.: ra.leve the prior written approval of the Director, Center

for Mpesse Control.

V. Supplementary Procedures

These required steps may be aupplemented as appropriate with:

A. The provision of pamphlets and the display of posters on risks

and '.vnvfits of vaccinations.

a. :he use of audio or audio-visual techniques.

C. re-clinic publicity through the mass media and through other

Inf-:-.3tton channels, including the printing of risk/benefit Information

in .ic.apers, etc., to facilitate registration and pre-reviev of risks

an *-.nef its.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ABOUT SWINE INFLUENZA (FLU) VACCINE

(MONOVALENT)
Mv II, lflS

Tha O'aa'u

loll. illl is aatwsed by viru%-s. When pgvopk" SI flu they may havc flevr. chilk headatc.

d1 t ,.. r wu 'ki1 aah Illnv i may IjlI sveral days or a w%k or mort. and omipktte re every

i%,, Ihv'iAnr. coaapaliions may kid to pneunonia or death in some people. For the elderty

ai .1 wi'th' vah dijbetes or heart. htng. or kIdney diseases, flu may be especiJIly erious.

Ii ,, . that you have adequate natural protection against swine flu. since it has not caused
1.I.;, .-. hutmn attbreaks in 45 year.

The V., cone
.- i.e ull not pib" you flu tkvauw it is made from kilkd viruses. ToJy's flu vaccines cause

'' r -.t,: vll thin those uwed in the past. in contral with some other vaccines, flu vaccine
-i.Ln -vilely during pregnincy.

Vii:-, %ill prot~l t float people frow swine flu during the next flu wason: however, either a

qc.s, .os or a dot fer nt d ch'g may be required for persons under age 25. If yca .Nre under .

a-i,I , a-,. te.ordsia ,ioh infcrmainon i% nol attached, this information will be provided to you

%hi. 1, %.'I reace 1Vvjcviiw.

Posit,!.- Vacctne SWd. Efects
%11 .- Isi,.%il lljv% no ide efforts from the vac'ine. However. tenemess at the site of the
, *l ,-..%,,.r .aad list ofr several day' Some people will also have rhver. chills. head he. or
nti,. I .. I... , llihi .the first 4A hour'

SOWpecl ecateloas
A- , % '. t'.%,%ic or dng. 1hl pvslhlity of" severe or potentially rjIjI reactions exists. Itow-

a.,* .'..kmae hjs rarely been a%-ixiatted with severe or fatal reaCliOni In some intancts
lk~i I , I% Ill$ vJi.ine havc had alk-rt: rvwtion'. You should note vry carefully the following

* (hmshtren under a certain age should not routinely eive flu vactine. Plea, ask about age
iiuias.l ns if ihiq inlormltion Is nut attached.

* 1's',,le with known allergy to eggs should reciv the vaccine only under special medical

SI',,,ik, with fever should delay telling vaccinated until the fever b gone.
* Pcopk who have received another type of vaccine In the past 14 days should consult a

ph% uician before faking the flu vaccine.

I ... :. .1011 quefliftsibimho f lu fir fls tv at lar. Idea e ark.

-----------------------------------------------------
REGISTRATION FORM

ii , Ih til warr ,f'rnl hr itol i,'aet. Mhe * a'rte. #old the u'del tweutllemes. Ihee

I, .1 1,rIllls to all qurilmls. atolesdidng qrttlitons regarding reccontlaott re ommeirdalt'rsi

f ... .. i% fielr epe .I. and ndcr rapid the hene/iti amd nits of fleu ,wagc aiefotro I requrt/thai
a' of its Nose fir Ith lervol rmwued Nh-hoW lf whoim I eI the tent or gUerapdta.

INFORMATION ON PERSON TO RECEIVE VACCINE FOR CLINIC USE

A. -C

- - -- I =vew mw

s ua eM w u - ~e___.-_______ ._
•1 I'. a ' lr.il 4 hGA, d illtrsenau.,il W.V., / PuS llw hbkw's i eu." i.4 lasa Se'd* 5""' a ."
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT
SWINE AND VICTORIA INFLUENZA (FLU) VACCINE

BIVALENTT) w, is, Is

The Dwajse
In' , iilu) is cauwd by vintse-,. %% ,.la people get nu they may have rever. chdil. he.djttace.

otar iu'wk' i veh. illness ma)j I.i~t ,,-vcral days or ,a w,.vk or niore. and vnih.1p1e r'aawt.ry
i,, - II,,,'wir. acmtla.tions m.i 1,:.J ttaicutiitiaa or death in 'otne Ipet.'k'. Iar the a' ,kkrly

. th ilt%-ts or Ia'jrt, litsii. or k-Jney dt ea ss. lu may be- pIeaJIIy 'ri.,a
I' '.-I% IhtI )ou have Jdequite piv.tetion against wine Ilu, sincv it ha' not %'mea'd witta..

1 1a otlbreaks in he past 4S years. You may or may not luw adequtej pruotottn
J, t. ,orij Ilu. although manay Aniarw,.ans had this flu last winter. It was responIble foe
o,," -' deatllls

Thei ,.*:c€ne
I 1. '1% 1l riot gise you f i he.au'. at is made trom killed virus. Ttvsay's i,, vaixee t:e 'atw
," 0-t'fets thin those used in the past. In contrasl with %om otier va4:'6'in5. Ilu va -xi

%' . ... as %11:1) duril| presnanc)'.

U % %,ilt prlect most people from %winc and Victoria flu dung Ie rxt flu wa'on: how-
C a i -A aoaa %hot or a different dojgca may b% required for prvnso,% under ag !5. I1 'you
.-i " wd a notice regirditag aaeh informniion is not altl-.'hcd. Ihis antnrmaltn wall N.
r,. ,., qi wherever )ou rv.-siv.? h,: vth -:e ne.

P t ,,a' Vccae Side Effects
No id, mill ha ito -s0de afeafl. irtaim the viv.ine. Ilnwve'r. tender iem at Ihe sai o ih:
0 ," . ,,1 .01d liat for -ver-,l da)s Some people will also have fever. chill%. hadJ de. or
1,, t,-% wllii the fir't 48 hours.

Spe P'ecautions
A .'. .,-% ,,% ine or drug. Iise psovi',,hty oft svcre or potentially tatal victiofl esltis. ltiw-

'1 ' %.ia%,it iv has rarely K'en ji,.aied with scre or ialit rjetio,. In sonic inlt,.'s
','a ., II,r sj.ne live had Alerp, relations. You 'ulnsaIJ sute" vry vireltilly Ihe lolloWing

* (hldrn under a certain age should not routinely receive flu vaccie. Please ask about age
iliatatlitins if this if(ormalion i% not allached.

& People wilh kaLiiai allerpy Ito evy* should receive the Vaccine only tinder special medical
' tIl, ilil

* I.,-ate with frner should delay gettitig vaccinated until the fever Is gone.
* i',ple Ahu hase received another type of vaccine In the past 14 days should consult a

plh%%in before taking the flu vaccine.

II I I ,, I an ci q.ritunaas ebout li ito tit Ia iti oi*. pk'e " ask

REGISTRATION FORM
I 101.184 .lw the ,he. r sl.tenlt a bir-igj %t, c ',aJ Ft 1Vtriale ,. the Peache. ed a hr e cul we-
a.1141-, I Ihlti ad gai It#J H#ll a i tt. qa.iwaI itat. itin bding questiw1t r gard.itg Irectitawmaiv
ra ai..s,,',ativies. Jan' li'r ,ieai ud.er, a, .1 adiJ tuiad'ralaad the hestefita an ruaiA ti hl ili a -
lIt-Ot 1 1'..? 0. %? Ih I " i ' a in flls' ¢t- k 1a Ifl"e i-iP a, tij.i'd ro i'aw lf l the I vt un' W.11.l 'a'

i%FORY*.AION ON PERSON TO RECEIVE VACCINE FOR CLINIC USE

___________________ wow__ __ *a4,wai Lot Ilk.

baaa Wetta' I tw.' W9'01 So* Iw. Coat.r (4 DeieW CG-M AC OV* il
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GUIDELINES FOR INFmUENZA IIUIZATIOC PROJECT GRANTS
INFORMED CONSENT

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL
September 17, 1976

I. Purpose

In view of Its role In planning and arranging for the Implementation

of the influenza program, the Federal Government has assumed the

responsibility for developing the content of a statement of the

benefits and risks of immunization, and for taking reasonable steps

to assure that each person vaccinated (or where appropriate, his or

her parent or guardian) has been informed of such benefits and risks.

Thls responsibility has been mandated by Public Law 94-380, and will be

specifically spelled out in the Government's contract with the manu-

facturers for the purchase of the vaccine. Public Law 94-380 also

requires that prospective vaccinees be Informed of their legal rights

and remedies under the program.

These guidelines supersede those dated July 15, 1976, and outline

the steps to be taken by grantees in order to ensure informed participation

In the immunization program by prospective vaccinees.

11. Minimum Requirements for a Written Statement of Risks and Benefits

A. The following minimum requirements have been established, and-have

been issued as a condition of grant award for all influenza immunization

grant supplements:

"Grantees shall, in order to assure appropriate notice to persons
vaccinated In a program for which funds are made available pursuant
to this award, take the following steps:
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"I. Arrange for the furnishing of a statement, to be developed
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, to all
persons who receive vaccinations (other than vaccinations
administered in the usual private physician-patient relationship
as defined in CDC guidelines). Any variation from the language
of the statement must receive the prior written approval of the
Director, Center for Disease Control.

"2. Arrange for documentation of the notice to persons who are
so vaccinated. The documentation may consist of either a signed
statement from the vaccinee or registration by the vaccinee under
procedures, to be approved In advance in writing by the Director,
Center for Disease Control, which would establish that the
statement has been comnunicated to the vaccinee. The documentation
in either case shall be retained for a minimum period of 3 years.

"3. Arrange to have copies of the statement sent to all private
physicians who receive vaccine through a program assisted by
this grant.

"4. Take such additional steps as may be appropriate to promote
Informed participation by prospective vaccinees. Supplemental
guidelines will be furnished by CDC."

B. As indicated above# grantees must provide copies of the information

statement to private physicians who receive vaccine, but are not

responsible for the use of the statement by private physicians who

administer the vaccine in the "usual private physician-patient

relationship." However, private physicians must be informed that

failure to obtain written consent from vaccinees, utilizing approved

forms and procedures, will remove the physician from the liability

protection of P.L. 94-380. Similarly, the law does not provide protection

for anyone who charges the recipient for the administration of the

vaccine.

The term "statement" as it appears in the co;dition of grant award

includes:
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- the statement titled "Important Information from the

U.S. Public Health Service about Swine Flu and Victoria

Flu Vaccines - Introduction,"

- and, as appropriate, either of the following two Information/

registration statements: "Important Information about

Swine Influenza (Flu) Vaccine (Monovalent), July 15, 1976,"

and "Important Information about Swine and Victoria

Influenza (Flu) Vaccine (Bivalent), July 15, 1976."

The term "usual private physician-patient relationship" cannot be

defined with precision, despite the key legal distinction drawn in

recent court cases between imunizations provided in this situation

and in the situation which obtains in public immunization clinics. It

is prudent to interpret this narrowly at the present time. It should

be limited to situations where vaccine is distributed to a private

medical practitioner for use by him in a setting where he normally

practices medicine, according to scheduling and other procedures which

are routinely performed In that setting. It does not apply to the

administration of vaccine in special clinic situations which are

established primarily to provide Immunizations, even if they are

supervised by a private medical practitioner.

C. Copies of the CDC Information/registration and introductory

statements are enclosed. The informatlon/registration statement can

be used to document that information was received, or the information

segment can be used separately with an alternative documentary procedure.

The introductory statement must be given to the vaccine, unless
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the information on legal rights and reedies is otherwise made available,

in written form for retention by each vaccines.

I1. Other Requirements for Insuring Informed Participation in

the Influenza Prokram

A. It is clear that the mechanical provision of a statement of risks

and benefits, and documentation that such a statement was provided,

will not by itself ensure that prospective vaccinees are Informed

sufficiently to make a truly informed choice between receiving vaccination

or not. Within each immunization clinic, at least one person should

have the duty to screen prospective vaccinees to determine if they

can read the information provided, and to identify persons in the

high risk group. At least one person should be available to answer

questions about the vaccine, Its contraindications, its normal risks,

and its expected benefits. This person(s) should be clearly identified.

Each of these statements should be available in translations understood

by significant non-English speaking populations in the area. The

Center for Disease Control will provide translations of prototype

statements in Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, French, and Vietnamese.

Printing in quantities should be done locally.

B. Grantees shall take appropriate steps to insure that prospective

vacclnees who are under age 25 (or their parent or guardian) are

informed of vaccination recomendations for persons of their age.

Such recoiaendations, when they are available, should be publicized

through normal publicity channels; However, grantees shall:
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1. Include such recommendations with any distribution of risk/

benefit statements which may be signed prior to the time

vaccinations will be given (particularly for school program

where the parent or guardian may not be present when the

vaccination is given), and shall display these recommendations at

441 locations where vaccinations are provided, except when the

vaccine is being administered in the usual private physician-

patient relationship (see 11.B above).

2. Provide copies of age-specific recomendations for vaccine

usage to all persons or organizations which receive vaccine

from the grantee for administration during the program.

3. Insure that health personnel assisting in the vaccination

clinics are aware of age-specific recommendations, and that

prospective vaccinees who are under age 25 are provided with

vaccination recommendations for persons in their age group.

IV. Deviations from Required Procedures

Deviations from procedures outlined in paragraphs II and III

must receive the prior written approval of the Director, Center

for Disease Control. Adaptations of the information/registration

statement which have already been approved by the Director, CDC,

may be used as previously approved.

V. Supplementary Procedures

These required steps may be supplemented as appropriate with:
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A. The provision of pamphlet and the display of posters on risks

md benefits of vacciuations.

B. The use of audio or audio-visual techniques.

C. Pre-clinic publicity through the mass media and through other

information channels, Including the printing of risk/benefit information

in newspapers, etc., to facilitate registration and pre-review of

risks and benefits.
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Important Information from the U Public Health Service
about Swine Flu and Victoria Flu Vaccines

I NTOg Ml
You probably have heard a good deal about swine flu and swine flu vaccine. You may know.
for example, that swine flu caused an outbreak of several hundred cases at Ft. Dix, New Jersey,
early in 1976-and that before then swine flu had not caused outbreaks among peopk since the
1920"L

With the vast majority of Americans being susceptible to swine flu, it is possible that there could
be an epidemic this winter. No one can say for sure. However, if an epidemic were to break out,
millions of people could get sick. Therefore. a special swine flu vaccine has been prepared and
Jested which should protect most people who receive it.

Certain people, such u those with chronic medical problems and the elderly, need annual protec-
tion aguinas flu. Therefore, besides protection against swine flu, they also need protection against
another type of flu (Victoria flu) that was around last winter and could occur apin this winter. A
separate vaccine has been prepared to give them protection against both types of flu.
These vaccines have been field tested and shown to produce very few side effects. Some people
who receive the vaccine had fever and soreness during the first day or two after vaccination.
These tests and past experience with other flu vaccines indicate that anything more severe
than this would be highly unlikely.

Many people ask questions about flu vaccination during pregnncy. An advisory committee of
the Public health Service examined this question and reported that "there are no data specifi-
cally to contraindicate vaccination with the available killed virus vaccine in pregnancy. Women
who are pregnant should be considered as having essentially the same balance of benefits and
risks regarding influenza vaccination and influenza as the general population."

As Indicated, some individuals will develop fever and soreness after vaccination. If you have
more severe symptoms 9r if you have fever which lasts longer than a couple of days after
vaccination, please consult your doctor or a health worker wherever you receive medical care.

WhiUe there is no reason to expect more serious reactions to this flu vaccination, persons who
believe that they have been injured by this vaccination may have a claim. The Congress recently
passed a law providing that such claims, with certain exceptions, may be filed only against the
United States Government. Information regarding the filing of claims may be obtained by writing
to the U.S. Public Health Service Claims Office, Parklawn Building, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville,
Maryland 20852.

Attached Is more information about flu and flu vaccine. Please take the time to read it carefully.
You will be asked to sign a form indicating that you understand this information and that you
consent to vaccination.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT
SWINE AND VICTORIA INFLUENZA (FLU) VACCINE

(BIVALENT) Mi 1, Ni

The Dpwss
influenza (flu) is caused by viruses. When people get flu they may have fever, chills, headache,
dry cough or muscle aches. Illness may last several days or a week or more, and complete recovery
Is usuaL However, complications may lead to pneumonia or death in some people. For the elderly
and people with diabetes or heart, lung. or kidney diseases, flu may be especially serious
It Is unlikely thai you have adequate protection against swine flu, since it has not caused wide-
spread human outbreaks in the past 45 year. You may or may not have adequate protection
against 'Victoria flu, although many Americans had this flu last winter. It was responsible for
over I,000 deaths.
The Vc1ne
The vaccine will not give you flu because it is made from killed viruses. Today's flu vaccines cause
fewer side effects than those used in the past. In contrast with some other vaccines, flu vaccine
can be taken safely during pregnancy.
One shot will protect most people from swine and Victoria flu during the next flu season;how.
ever, either a second shot or a different dosage may be required for persons under age 25. If you
are under 25 and a notice regarding such information is not attached, this information will be
provided to you wherever you receive the vaccine.
Possible Vaccine Side Effects
Most people will have no side effects from the vaccine. However. tenderness at the site of theshot may occur and last for several days. Some people will also have fever, chills, headache, or
muscle aches within the first 48 hours.
Special Precautions
As with an) vaccine or drug, the possibility of severe or potentially fatal reactions exists. How-ever, flu vaccine has rarely been associated with severe or fatal reactions. In some instantcspeople receiving vaccine have had allergic reactions. You should note very carefully the following
precautions:

0 Children under a certain age should not routinely receive flu vaccine. Please ask about ae
limitations if this information is not attached.

0 People with known allergy to eg should receive the vaccine only under special medical
supervision.

0 People with fever should delay getting vaccinated until the fever is gone.e People who hae received another type of vaccine in the past 14 days should consult a
physician before taking the flu vaccine.

If yOU hair any queJtiOnsJ about flu orflu mccine. please ask.
------------------------------------------------------------------

REGISTRATION FORM
I ha e read the abore statcment about suine and Vittoria flu, the )acte. and the specil pre-
cautions. I have had an opportunity to ask questions. including questions regarding svacInation
Preemmendations for perions under age 2. and understand the benefits and risks of flu Vaccine-
lion. I request that it be givcn to me or to the person named below of whom I am the parellt orgswdss.

INFORMATION ON PERSON TO RECEIVE VACCINE FOR CLINIC USE

Adams Coe so 1diw

Dow V89111wui

CDC I. ' ew" o a"s sf etw w o II
117 U t.LNW& ofu~e 914116b tdwebus, so WgUW I PebbL Hmooa sfa** I coa.,. obse. coeo" I Mimosa. Govels ".13)
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ABOUT SWINE INFLUENZA (FLU) VACCINE

(MONOVALENT)
M IR IS. S

The Dbm
bdlhn"a (fig) h cmsd by winse When people get flu fty may hv fever. chill, headache,
dry couk or muscle aches Illness may last several days or a week or mor, and complete recovery
Is usual. However, complIcations may lead to pneumonia or death in some People. For the elderly
aod people with diabetes or heart, hung, or kidney diseases, flu may be especially serious.
It b unli'-ely that you have adequate natural protection aaiml swine flu, since it has not caused
widespread human outbreaks in 45 year.
The 440ClNe
The vaccine will not give you flu because it Is made from killed viruses. Today's flu vaccines cause
fewer side effects than those used in the past. In contrast with some other vacines, flu vacine
can be taken safely during pregnancy.
One shot will protect most people from swine flu during the next flu season: however, either a
second shot or a different dosage may be required for persons under ap 25. If you are under 25
and a notice regarding such information is not attached, this information will be provided to you
wherever you receive the vaccine.
Possible Vaccine Side Effect
Most people will have no side effects from the vaccine. Howetr. tenderness at the site of the
shot may occur and last for several days. Some people will also have fever, €ulls, headache, or
muscle aches within the first 48 hours.
Specil Precautiots
As with any vaccine or drug, the possibility of severe or potentially fatal reactions exists. How-
ever, flu vaccine has rarely been associated with severe or fatal reactions. In some instances
people receiving vaccine have had allergic reactions. You should note very carefully the following
precautions:

" Children under a certain age should not routinely receive flu vaccine. Please ask about age
limitations if this information is not attached.

* People with known allergy to eggs should receive the vaccine only under qecl medical
suervision.

* People with fever should delav getting vaccinated until the fever Is gone.
" People who have reached another type of vaccine In the past 14 days should consult a

physician before takig the flu vaccine.
If pow hare any questions about flu orfl /ie Cr-I. please ask.

I----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REGISTRATION FORM

I UKrteed the abore statement about swune flu. the wacIne. and the special prcaut os I havr
ad an opportunlty to ak questlim, Including questio s reparding vaccination rFcometndutions
for pervins under ate 25. and understand the benefits end risks of 11. vaclison I request that
It be ghvx to me or to the person naned below of %*om I am the parent or guardam.

INFORMATION ON PERSON TO RECEIVE VACCINE FOR CLINIC USE

mw md L.e, Ne
Coe F . 54l0ve at Was* t mn ves WPwm P w M p "a
I-" U&L Deqwwa of Ib@Wa L~woaes6 ad W.U(Ws I FW41C UwNIt 5ewin I c"ew 1W. ON Catel I AlbueW 109t aS)33
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National Commission for theProtection of Human Subjects
of Biomedical and Behavioral Research

Watwcd SvAdn Room 125
5333 Wesfbotd Aveaue

-. . : -" .... ,,. Sebia Moeylond200'6
September 20. 1976 2

ZI

David J. Sencer, M.D.
Assistant Surgeon General -

Director '.

Center for Disease Control
Atlanta. Georgia 30333

Dear Dr. Sencer:

Thank you for providing the Commission with the supplementary
material document to be distributed to swine flu vaccinees in addi-
tion to the information and form that were reviewed by the Commis-
sion at its meeting in Atlanta on August 17. 1976. Although consul-
tation with the Commission concerning the informed consent form
and procedures was at.complished at that meeting and the period for
such consultation as required by P. L. 94-380 has passed. the Com-
mission reviewed the supplementary material document at its meet-
ing on September 12. 1i6 and offers the following comments.

The supplementary document appears to be a good faith effort to
respond to the suggestions that were offered by the Commission.
Unfortunately, the issuance of an additional page. rather than a re-
visvd form on a single, page, may complicate understanding with re-
spect to the advisability of vaccination during pregnancy. Potential
vaccinees who are pregnant will receive two statements that are not
necessarily consistent, one citing the absence of data contraindicating
vaccination in pregnanicy and another (in the original form) stating
that flu vaccine can I- taken safely during pregnancy. Similarly.
there may be some votfuslon about the purpose of the form, since
the supplementary material indicates that it is a consent, while the
original form retains the term "registration." which does not inform
the vaccinee that he or she may be waiving rights by signing. finally,
we note that a vaccint-, with severe symptoms or (ever lasting more
than two days is advised to consult his or her doctor or a health worker
where the vaccine receives medical care; we would suggest that the
names of those giving the vaccination should also be provided for such
consultation.

The above comments are offered in the hope that they will be of
use to you in the course of the-swine flu immunization program. if
not at the outset becatie of time pressure in getting the program
underway. We appruciate your kind attenlion at our meeting in Atlanta
and the effort that you have made in response to our consultation.

Sincerely yours,

IKe ueth Ryan. M.D.
Chai
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SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAM GUIDEINES FOR INFLUDZA DWMRIZATION
PROJECT GRMS

September 24, 1976

1. purpose

These guidelines supplement those dated April 14, 1976, and

SeRtember 17, 1976. and clarify procedures for administering

influenza vaccine and obtaining informed consent.

I. Administration of Vaccine

Monovalent (A/New Jersey/76) and bivalent (A/New Jersey/76-

A/Victoria/75) influenza vaccine administered under this grant

and provided by the Center for Disease Control shall not be

administered to persons prior to October 1, 1976. In addition,

grantees shall take all reasonable steps to assure that bivalent

vaccine for persons over the age of 17 Is administered according

to the recomendations of the Advisory Comttee on Imnization

Practices dated June 1976 and July 1976.* Therefore, priority

shall be given to the conduct of programs to provide bivalent

vaccine to persons who are 65 years old and older and to persons

with medical conditions which place them at "high risk" of a serious

outcome of influenza. Excess bivalent vaccine should be used by

lowering the age criteria to include "older" persons below the

age of 65.

3ivalent vaccine for persons at 'high risk" ,ho are under the age

of 18 shall be distributed for administration according to the
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recomendations of the Comities on Infectious Diseases of the

American Academy of Pediatrics QhWM, September 17, 1976, Vol. 25,

No. 36).*

II. Notice to Persons about Ase-Specific Recomndations

Final vaccine recommendations for all persons under the age of 25 vill

not be made prior to the beginning of the program. "Healthy" persons

under the age of 18 should be informed through the mass media and

through other publicity that vaccine is not recommended for them

at the present time. To the extent practical, persons who are 18-24

years of age should be informed through the media and other publicity"

that there is a vaccine for then, but that a second dose may be

recommended for them at a later date.

The responsibility for determining the age and medical characteristics

of persons reporting to vaccination sites, and for determining the

correct vaccination regimen and explaining it to the recipient, rests

with clinic personnel. This information will normally be communicated

orally. However. prior to signing a form covisenting to vaccination,

persons between the ages of 18 and 24 must also be informed of the

possible need for a second shot in one of the following forms: Infor-

nation stamped or overprinted on an approval risk/benefit statement or

on the introductoryy" statement; a supplemental printed statement; or

prominently displayed posters at each clinic site.

* These recommendations have previously been issued separately. A document
combining all three of these is now being prepared by CDC.
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Written information on the need for a second shot must also be

available to all "high risk" persons (or their parent or guardian)

between the ages of 3 and 17, prior to the signing of a form

consenting to vaccination. This information, to the extent practical,

should be in a form which viii permit retention by the person

consenting to vaccination.
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Persons between the nel, tof 3 tiId 25 need a second influenna shot
approximately I month from r.ow to achieve good protection.

Please bring this %jil ih you %hen you come for your second shot.

Date of I st Shol _ Datc of 2nd Shot

Location .... . Location

NOII': %,c ds nest hIve .idequil, intirnijtin t, ruide ul in vacinjlwing normJlly
hedllhy thildrn under tIi ae tf 3. 1hlcrolurv influvn.., vi'-inv i% nt t'wmns ,Icrllged
am bellh) & hdt'n in t0i% .. proup. I ),ur thild i% united .m l mitis-i m Ii l %1ir tit a
phq 'i .m1 ter j %4' 14611% l l pr 1, m t ie nii, be tviomiiii tiitmA P.In'l ow %in~ult
pour Chdld',, i,41% ,1illa

U.S. I'parniivol cof ll .illh. I dit Jii,,n. mid '\irIf c, I'uI'h lli.diG ., .t
c(ncr Ir I)l..j I , nltrd
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MEMORANDUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND %% WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE- SECRETARY

TO vr. 'lb-odre DATL. Decemer 23, 1976
Assistant Secretary for Health

FROM St. John Barrett
Acting General Conse?-

sUlECr: Flu--Use of Informed Qnsent FonmiFecording Consent by Vaireas

You have asked whether certain procedures being followed in obtaining
informed consent from those actainistered swine flu vaccine are con-
sistent with the requir~ents of the National Swine Flu Inmmization
Program of 1976 (P.L. 94-380). I understand that your inquiry was
prui~ed by certain questions raised by the Chairman of the Sub-
Ccmittee on Health of the Senate Coffittee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare at a hearing on Deoft er 17, 1976. More specifically, the
questions relate to (1) the procedure for recording infonved orsent,
and (2) use of placards.

I will first state my understanding of the procedures actually being
followed and will then address the legal issue relating to those
procures.

I.

In awarding grants of swine flu vaccine to applicant states, the Cen-
ter For Disease Contiol (CDC) has included, "as a conditions to each
grant award, a reguiwent that the grantee:

Arrange for documentation of the notice to per-
sons who are so vaccinated. The documentation may
consist of either a signed statement from the vac-
cinee or registration by the vaccinee under prce-
dures, to be approved in advance in writing by the
Director, Oenter for Disease Control, which would
establish that the statrent has been ommunicated
to the vaccinee. The documentation neither case
shall be retained for a mirni period of three
years. [D*has is e 1.

Pursuant to the above grant condition, CD entertained requests for
variations in the consent procedures. Sci. requests were approved.

The permitted variations were essentially the sue. Instead of having
the executed registration fom physically attached to the informational
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statement at the time of signatureY each vaccinee was first given
a coy of the informational statement to read and then asked to sub-
scribe to another, briefer statement in a registration book or on a
card reading essentially the same as the "registration" portion of
the attached informed onsent document (Tab A). In other words, the
vaoinee would sign a statement that he had read the more extensive
Statement set forth in the consent form about swine flu, the vaccine
and the special precautions, that he had had an opportunity to ask
questions and understood the risks and benefits, and that he re-
quested vaccination.

In requesting approval for variations, grantees offered two basic
reasons: (1) consistency with existing informed consent procedures
used in other public health program and (2) ease of administration
(less paper work, ease of filing and retrieval). A search of the
Center files, not quite completed, indicates that registration lists
are being used by three grantees (Oklahom, California, and the State
of Washington). The signature card system is being used by Mississ-
ippi.

I = assured that all grantees, irrespective of the system used for
recording signatures, were required to furnish each vaccinee with
the consent document (except in the doctor-patient relationship).
Thus, for example, the State of Washington, which had a variance,
assured the Center as follows (letter of August 4, 1976):

Individual information sheets will be handed cut
to every person as soon as they enter the immzv-
zation site. A staff individual will sit by the
petition for the purpose of answering any ques-
t-ions and asking everyone who signs the petition
whether they are aware that their signature in-
dicates they have read the form.

And Mississippi assured the Center as follows (letter of August 25, 1976):

Health officers and nurses who are in charge of
local clinics have been informed repeatedly
since April that we mmt give the information
form to every individual as soon as he arrives
at the vaccination site; we must read the form
to him; and we must answer any of his questions
about the vaccine before he signs the requestt
for Ihfluenza Imurnization" card.

_/ In any event, the registration form was-designed so that it could
be detached from the information statement for filing purposes and the
informational statement given to the vaccinee.
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ta "ieuest for Influenza IomtnizationO card
states that the signing person has read or has
had read to him the infomtion about influenza,
the vaccine he is to receive, the posible side
effects and special pr2atin

With respect to the possible use of placards to provide vaccinees
the information that mnt be included in the omsent form, I under-
stand that in no case has CDC approved such use of placards as a
substitute for the informed consent documents developed and dis-
tributed by CDC.

II.

The only statutory description of the consent procedure is contained
in Section 317(j) (1) of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C.
247b(j) (1)), which sets forth the authority of the Secretary to
carry out ftrious activities under the statute. Amng the authori-
ties described is that for:

(F) 1the development, in consultation with the
National Oanission for the Protection of Human
Subjects of Bomiical and Behavioral Pesearch,
and ixplementation of a written informed consent
form and procures for assuring that the risks
and benefits from the swine flu vaccine are fully
explained to each individual to whom such vaccine
is to be administered. Such consultation shall
be completed within two weeks after enactment of
this Act, or by September 1, 1976, whichever is
soorr. Such pcooedures shall include the in-
formation necessary to advice [sid individuals
with respect to their rigLts and remedies arising
out of the administration of such vaccine.

At a later point in the statute, Section 317(k)(2)(B) defines a
"program participant" as being one who, among other things, provides
innoculation "in compliance with the informed consent form and pro-
cedures requirements prescribed pursuant to sub-paragraph (F)."

I/ California, which uses registration lists for its larger clinfts,
has provided a similar assurance. Oklahna, instead of a letter of
assurance, provided the Center with a copy of the instructions given
to all clinics in the State on the procedures to be used. Those in-
structions required essentially the sane procedures as the other
three states. °
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zn essence , the statute provides for the development, in consultation
with the commission, and inpleentation of a written form and proce-
dues for assuring explanation of the risks and benefits of innocula-
tion. Although the statute makes no reference to a signaturesw by
the vaocinee, the requiremet of m manner of signing may fairly be
il.ied frma the reqTulruint for -a written infanud consent form
(emhasis added). At the sae time,7F&Wwr, the statute contemplates
the developmet of proves "for assuring that the risks and bene-
fits from the swine flu vaccine are fully explained to each individual
to whom such vaccine is to be aministered-" There is no suggestion
.in the statutory language that all of the "explanation" must be in-
corpoIated in the consent form itself nor that the signature indicating
consent must be sibeibed on the form itself.

Te issue reduces to whether the *registration" portion of the consent
form, appearing at Tab A, must be physically a part of or attached to
the preceding statement. we see nothing in the language in the
statute, nor in the broader statutory purpose of the program, that
wold lead to such a reading. Indeed, the statute places discretion
in the Secretary, both as to format and procedure. Apart from the
statutory language, the legislative history fails to disclose any
specific expression of intent in this connection other than a state-
mert in the extended remarks of Cogressman Paul G. Rogers tending to
supprt the conclusion that the written record of consent, i.e., the
signature of the vaccinee, need not be phsicolly a part of the aore
full statement of risks and benefits.Y_

Since there is no indication that placards have in fact been used as
a substitute for the written statement of risks and benefits, I have
not sought to address in this ,iranum the legal issue of their use.

SThe Congressman stated, -Each person seeking the imnmization
will be given a statement of the risks and benefits and asked to give
his informed consent to receipt of the vaccine. Records will be kept
of who received which vaccine and of the consent.' Ccgr. Paul G. Rogers,
Chaizmn, SLubittee on Health and the Enviroruent of the House Inter-
state and Foreign Ccmerce Comuittee, 122 Cong. Rec. E4698 (daily ed.
Aug. 26, 1976)

-4-
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DRAFT STATD(ENT ACIP HEETING-JANUARY 28, 1977

The Public Health Service Advisory Comittee on Imunization Practices

recommends that the moratorium on the use of influenza vaccines be lifted.

Physicians and health departments may offer vaccine to individuals at

high risk in accordance with previous recommendations. This mst be

done with the full understanding of physicians and recipients that

there is an increased risk of Guillain-Barre Syndroae in individuals

vaccinated, estimated to be between one case in 100,000 to 200,000

vacinces. A revised informed consent document to be provided to vaccine

recipients is under development by the Department for use by both

private physicians and health authorities. The lifting of the moratorium

is reco-,ended in spite of the low level of Influenza virus activity to

date this year.

Health officials may, at their discretion, proceed with imnunizations

in the Sr2eral population using monovalent swine influenza vaccine

subject to the above stipulations concerning a revised informed consent

statement. If there is evidence of increased swine influenza virus

activity and transmission in the general public, health officials should

be ready to reinstitute an active immunization program. Surveillance

of diseAse and of complicatLions of vaccine administration should be

intensified, and planned trials with vaccines should continue with

appropriate warnings and safeguards.
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U S DEPARTITFNT OW HEALTH. EIOUCATION. ANo VeLpAR

FOR IUF]DIATE RELEASE
Tuesday, rebruary G, 1977

Statement
by

Joseph A. Califano, Jr.
Secretary of Health, Education, and i1elfare

Yesterday I convened an open meeting of distinguished medical,

scientific and other experts to advise re on a question of great importance

to the healtn of the kerican people: should vaccinations against influenza

be r-ade available again and, if so, under :hat conditions?

The HEI roratoriu.r on influenza vaccinations had bean in effect since

Cecer'ber IL, 1976. The question w:hethcr to lift that rzcratoriun ias given

irediacy because of the recent outbreak of A/Victoria influenza in Dade

County, Florida, and Lecause this influenza season is not yet over.

Thc panel of experts was given an extensive public briefing by

government officials and others involved in the influenza ir-.unization

prograr.m. They discussed, at length, tfe available infor-ation, ir':luding

data developed in recent weeks, and they reviewed alternative courses of

action. They tried, to the extent possible, to assess the risks to human

life presented hy those alternatives. In addition, the views of other

interested parties tere solicited.

I believe that vie have received the best data and the best advice from

among the best minds in our nation.

In li jht of the advice I have received .,t the open i.eting of scientific

and medical experts convened at 1111 yesterday, I have decided to take the

follow lnj actions:
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First, giveii the outbreak of A/Victoria Flu, the moratorium on the

bivalent vaccine will be lifted. We recom..end that iunization be resumed

for the elderly and those with chronic illnesses, who have a high risk of

suffering serious adverse consequences from the flu.

Second, with respect to the ronovalent C/Hong wrong vaccine, which

protects against a milder strain of influenza commonly affecting children,

thb mora~oriuri will be lifted and health officials and physicians may

resume tireir G/1!ong Ko:ng iriunt:ation efforts.

Third, since there are no signs of an outbreak of swine flu, the

moratorium on the ronovalent swine flu vaccine will remain in effect.

Careful and continuous surveillance for any swine flu activity will continue.

At the first sign of an ir.pending outbreak, v:e will take appropriate action.

Let me explain these decisions.

The foratoriu, cr. the Liv'alent vaccine is being lifted. This vaccine,

contains the only available ir:- unization against A/Victoria fl'. It also con-

tains the A/{INf Jersey ("Swire") flu vaccine.

We reccr-end that the bivalent vaccine be used as protection against

the A/Victoria flu for elderly individuals and others with chronic illnesses,

who have a high risk of suffering serious adverse consequences if they get

the flu. It is particularly important to reach such persons %tho are in

nursing hcives and health care institutions where influenza can spread r..ost

rapidly. This reco-sc-nddtion does not, however, reactivate the massive

outreach car'paign that had previously characterized the NIational Influenza

Ifrnwnization Program. If an epidc:,ic of A/Victoria appears i;minent, a

situation which, it should be enphasi:ed, does not presently exist, then the
0
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Public l1ealth Service will promptly Le'in an extensive cwepaiqn to immunize

the high ris. category with the bivalent vaccine.

-- For the general population, Jiscretio.iary use of bivAlent iisaumiza-

tions will be permitted, sc that individuals iost ll.elv to be exlpOsel,

such as those who care for high risk individuals, can be iLinunited.

In other words, the moratorium on the bivalent vaccine is lifteL, and

toc c.:cis'.ion vaether to administer the vaccine to non-high risk individuals

is kIft to the discretion of physicians and state ar.d local health officials.

The monovalent B/hfong 1,onq vaccine was not technically oart of the

Fe ..- l uiir.iization prograr., and the lifting of the rmoratoriun .ill permit

officials and physicians to resu.ze their irr.unization efforts

* Tie disti 4jshed experts convened here yester.ey heard rep.rts aotw.

; ': -'cia acti. ity in rlorida and at scrue sites jlo?:- ti'e Ln'tc tatc-s-

.. t cr' § t. Tr.ey aeso r2ceivcc an carc'2l c - i .r'.- t.'c ,,cst

.ailatle c.-. the ris$k of incurrirg t:ie suillain-Lrre s'ndrc.e ae:orc

. ,no i a'c .'Qcn vaccinated.

;.,ilaLe ~,,ta indicate that in te hlrh risi: r.roup approxir.ately

c: -rson out cf eacih million vaccinated in the :Iational Influenza

i,. aticn Pro-ram Cicd front the ouillair-barre syndrcre. Th. -:rel,

'( . J c ;.C ih thet risk against the ri-i of C e tti frrr' influe,'..

Lt2' 2c 1iic,.tC that :orj persons hit by the fhy, the death rate aofng

hi2 risk 9r(,u;): is approxii-atcly 1,260 persons out of a :illicr. 1I1inihinq

,.' risks, t,..,.cxperts concluded that far more lives could be saved

thru,,,!i the is.e of the bivalent vaccine, than endncjercd by the excess risk

of uf,,tractin'j oillain-barre.

- 3-.,
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In essence, the experts yesterday concluded that the risks of serious

illness or death resulting from A/Victoria flu, especially for the elderly

and others with chronic Illnesses, were far greater than the risks of

Incurring the quillain-barre syndrome.

A ne%# Wiformed consent forr--setting forth the risks of guillain-

barre--is being prepared. It should be transmitted this afternoon to

state health authorities for distribution. I think it is vitally irPo,' ant

that physicians make certain that all patients who receive the bivalent

vaccine fully understand the contents of the revised consent form.

- 4 .
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The report of yesterday's meeting, as well as the exhibits discussed

at the meeting, will also be for:ar'ded, as soon as possible. To state

health autherit'es for distribution within their states. This will

allow physicians across the country to have the benefit of the data

presented to the medical ond scio:'tific experts in attendance here.

I s.c.1l note one point underscored yesterday: More than 40%

of the high risk population--appProxinately 23 million people--have

alreaJy been irrunized against A/'.ictoria flu. This percentage is

significantly greater than the pe:'.zntage of high risk indivlduls

i~rnunlzed in ',revious flu seasons.

Finally, I %;oul like to ,--size t-o points abcut tie future.

First, Lne publicity attr- 'r. recent events should not be

allowed to uniarcut tne ir:.rttc of carefully planning for future

influenza i.riv.ization programs. 6: nrust do all we can to nini ize

the risks in such proora.is afhil- ffor.ing protections against the

risks of serious illness &nJ doj;li frcm influenza.

Second, It is vit&Ily iryo,-t:it that all Airerlcans understand

that rany other diseases can bc rreented by irurizatlon. Serious

childhood diseases such as polio, reasles, rubella, diptheria, tetanus,

and iftoooing. oujn (pertus.sis) cur be .revented with minirmal risk

of auverse reaction. but levels of imunization among our young are

far too iow. For exam,,le, approAi II tely 16 million children under the

age of 14 have not been vaccinated against polio. I hope that we can

take steos sooa to provide .rcctc'r Protection for our young.
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1 believe that the American people should be grateful for the

public service rendered the station by the men and i-mmen who wera

willing to drop everything and come to I'kshington yesterday to provide

me with their Judgrient aLJout toe proper course for influenza ir;unization

at this time. Iy special thanks go to the chairman of the meeting,

Or. John Knowles, and to the Vice Chairman of the meeting,

Dr. Ivan L e6nett.
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Senator KENNEDY. We will welcome that. But I am not sure that
that wi-ll end it, because it is really a question about whether or not
the private providers, as well as the private l)hysicians, are going to
be covered b'y the legislation without that compliance.

Dr. CoopER. They will not. That is clear. I agree with you on that,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator KENNEY. The private physician is notI
Dr. CooPER. Not if he is charging a fee and unless he is complying

with all the other things that are stipulated in the act. He is not
covered.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, we will proceed, and we may get back to
this issue.

Dr. CoopER. The other issue that you raised earlier relates to that.
Senator N.LsoN.. May I ask a couple of questions?
I would just like to be clear on a question you responded to

previously.
I understood you expected to be able to make some conclusion about

cause and effect in a month or so I
Dr. CooraP~. Yes, sir.
Senator NF.LqON. You stated it -in the negative at that time.
Were. you saying, in response to Senmtor Kennedy's question, that

if you find no connection, you will resume the program?
Dr. COOPER. If we can give the program a clean bill of health, Sena-

tor Nelson, if we can establish, as we did with the cardiac deaths, that
this is not related, I would urge that we resume, particularly if the
flu season has not already passed us.

Second, -if we have established that it is related, obviously we will
permanently terminate it. The decision about what to do if we are
not able to come to a conclusion willI be one which I cannot anticipate
at the present time. We will have to discuss it with you, and the
administration, in the future, as we develop the data.

Senator NELsoN. You would permanently terminate it, you say.
Are you really saying that ?
Are you saying, in fact, that to prevent a pandemic, you would

have to-
Dr. Coopei. No, sir.
Good point, Senator Nelson.
What I meant was in the absence of any other reason to do it. We

have to always consider at the particular time whether we are willing
to accept the risk, as we did with smallpox and other vaccines that
have a quite significant risk, in the face of the problem that needs
to be pursued.

Now, I think the CDC announced yesterday that we temporarily
suspend the program, but even in the course of the investigation, in
the event that there was an indication that there was person-to-person
transmission, the beginning of spread of swine flu, a possible peak
epidemic or pandemic, that they would recommend reinstitution of
the program because then the risk factor we are talking about is well
within the risk that has been accepted by the American people for
many years for many other things.

We would have to make that decision contingent on the situation
at any given time.
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Senator NELSON. What date was the first vase of Guillain-Barre
disease reported to you?

Dr. FoEG& I am not sure I could give you that exactly, Mr. Senator.
Our surveillance, Senator, has about 130 reports r week coming

in of some illness or accident following vaccination. e would expect,
with the normal background of 20 cases of Guillain-Barrm per million
people per year, that for every million and a half vaccinees, we would
expect a case every 3 or 4 weeks.

So there were cases coming in, but they appeared to be clearly
within the realm of what one would expect. fn fact, even the total
number at the end of last week was only 23, which, if you look at this
grossly, is less than one would expect in vaccinees.

But a very alert surveillance officer decided to take these cases and
make certain there was no increased rate in vacoinees. He went back
to four States and asked them to do the most complete job they could,
going through the neurologist in the State to identify all cases of
Guillain-Barre that they had seen since the first of October, and then
find out if they had been vaccinated or not vaccinated.

It was by doing this that the suggestion of an increased rate in
vaccinees was discovered.

Senator NLSONx. I am not sure I understand your statistics.
Are you saying then, that, even as of now, the incidence of the

appearance of Guillain-Barre disease, as reported to the center, is
at no higher incidence than in previous years when no swine flu vac-
cine was being administered?

Dr. FOF E. That is right.
We have 107 cases reported to us as of this morning since the fiTst

of October. As Dr. Cooper said, we should have expected 600 or 700,
st using our past experience with this disease. But there has never
en a surveillance system for the disease so it has not been reported

accurately in the past.
It is by looking at these 107 cases in detail that one comes up with

a suggestion of an increased rate in vaccinees versus nonvaccinees.
Senator NELSoN. That is what I do not quite understand.
You say the cases have not been reported in the past or that you

have not had a system of surveillance. But, in any event, in the past,
anyway, you would have expected 600 cases during this period of
time?

Dr. FoF.oz. That is right.
Senator NELSON. From what basis does that expectation of 600

come?
Dr. FoEGE. This is based on small studies that have been done by

neurologists where they take specific counties. For instance in one
county in Minnesota that has been followed for 30 years, they have
determined that they would expect 16 cases per year for every million
people. These kinds of studies have been extrapolated to say that we
would expect 4,000 cases per year in the entire country normally.

Senator NELSON. So, as Dr. Cooper mid a few moments ago, he
did not want to leave the impression that he was asserting that the
flu was immunizing one against Guillain-Barre.

You are saying that statistics as of this dato indicate a lower inci-
dence of Gullain-Barre in the population, both in those who have
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Dr. FoEGL I am sure that will change over the next week as we
get better figures on both vaccinated and nonvaccinated people from
all 50 States. I think that is the real key, that the general surveillance
system is not adequate to give us this information.

Dr. Coopji. That 4,000 a year, Senator Nelson, is really based on
an extrapolation from these selected studies. If we were to accept
that as a normal rate and throughout the same population, then my
suggestion becomes less facetious.

My concern is about the use of the numbers until we pursue every
State and get every piece of information we have since October 1,
and any other period in which we can get appropriate clinical data,
to find out what the TMal rate is.

No one has ever taken the time before to go through all the records,
throughout the system nationally to establish this rate.

This calculation is made from the resources that Dr. Foege has
pointed out.

Senator NELSON. Is the study upon which your statement on 30
years' experience is based, in your view, designed carefully enough
tobe a sound statistical samples

Dr. FoEGE I think this is done by very careful investigators from
Mayo Clinic. We believe the findings accurately reflect what is hap-
pening there.

The question we cannot answer is whether the answers that are ap-
plicable in that geographic area are applicable to the entire country ?

Senator NELsoN. Only one place in the country where this has been
done I

Dr. FoEo. That is the best study. There have been other small stud-
ies and reports from neurologists. We think the 4,000 is the best esti-
mate we could come up with now.

But, you see, the dilemma that. we faced was while these figures are
small, and they are nonconclusive, they.are suggestive, and we can-
not exclude the possibility of a relationship. And, therefore, we were
concerned that people cannot give informed consent until we give
very definite figures to them.

We were faced yesterday with, I think, four options. -
One was to continue the program, announce these figures and let

the individuals choose. We decided that is too confusing. The indi-
vidual cannot choose if we cannot give a better delineation of the prob-
lem if there is one.

The second possibility was to stop the program temporarily and
continue only for high-risk groups. We felt that is too confusing be-
cause some people then are supposed to receive vaccine, and they are
worried because it is being held back from other people.

A third possibility was to temorarily suspend the program until
we could answer the question, which is the choice we selected.

A fourth was to stop the program permanently. We are concerned
that the risk of influenza is so far greater than any possible risk of
vaccine--that would riot be a responsible decision.

Dr. CooPE. I would like Dr. Tower, the Director of the National
Institute. of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke,
to comment on your question about what we know about this particular
entity.
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Dr. TowER. Senator Nelson, there have been four studies, the one
Dr. Foege mentioned done in Minnesota, a study in England, a study
in Iceland, and a study on the island of Guam.

They come up with essentially the same incidence figures and the
same mortality figures and so forth.

I think the problem that we are. facing here from the data that is
presently in hand at the Center for )isease, Control is that in the non-
vaccinated population, the expected incidence is too low.

This suggests to us that the surveillance of the vaccinated group
has been far better than the surveillance of the nonvaccinated group.

Furthermore, there is a problem of diagnosis of Guillain-Barre
syndrome. A few years ago in a Minnesota study, for example, of
the cases that were originally referred in as potential cases of Guil-
lain-Barre syndrome, about 90 percent of them turned out not to be
Guillain-Barre syndrome when examined by qualified neurologists.

So we face another problem here that we may be seeing cases which
really are not Guillain-Barre syndrome. And this. of course, is a
phenomenon which always occurs when publicity of this sort comes
out.

So I think we need more data before we can tell precisely what
the problem is in a situation in which we have a disorder, for which
we have no cause and no specific diagnostic procedure. It is a diagnosis
by exclusion.

Senator Nnmo.N. You are saying that what puzzled, or created the
problem, was that the incidence, statistically, appeared to be higher
in those vaccinated than in those who were not, and that may well be
because the surveillance, I suspect, is much more careful of the vac-
cinated population than the nonvaccinated population. Thus, the over-
all statistics are lower than would be expected-you said 600.

What about the extrapolation of the statistics in the vaccinated
population, based upon statistics you have?

Isthat still lower than would he, expected in the general popula-
tion, without any immunization program at all ?

Dr. TowER. It we accept that there have been approximately 40 mil-lion people vaccinated, and there are 58 cases in the vaccinated group,
this would be within the expected incidence. As a matter of fact, it is
a bit low. I do not have all the data. I do not think it is something
that we can be absolutelydefinite about.

Dr. CooPER. Senator Nelson, Dr. Foege and his colleagues have done
this i*ith all appropriate assumptions, correction factors, and balance;
maybe he would answer your question.

Dr. FoxF. Mr. Senator, the 107 cases that we are talking about this
morning have come from 18 States. That is one type of information
we can Use.

But we feel more secure in talking about four States where we have
gone back to the State health officers and asked them to poll all neurol-
ogists in the State to see if we cannot get a feeling for the total num-
ber of cases

In New Jersey, Alabama, Minnesota, Colorado, they have done this.
If we look at the cases in just those four States, we find that the

rate of Guillain-Barre syndrome in vaccinated persons is elevated as
compared to that 4,000 expected figure.
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Senator NELSON. As compared to the 4,000 expected figure, which
would be the nonvaccinated population?

Dr. FoE. That is right.
Dr. Coopm. Senator, that is essentially the reason why we recom-

mended temporary suspension, not on that, basis only--obviously we
could not conclude it on the basis of the general figire--but it is by
this detailed analysis, and that apparent trend, that gave us the
dilemma yesterday and forced us to consider those options.

Senator NELSO.X. When you say elevated, to what degree?
Dr. FOFOE Using the 4,000 as a figure, we would expect one and a

half cases of Guillain-Barre per million people per month.
In the vaccinated group in the four States we are seeing that rate

per week or 1 per 150,000 vaccines in the month following vaccina-
tion.

Senator NFAssoN.. Four times as much?
Dr. COOPER. Three to four times, yes, sir.
Senator NELsON. One and a half per week as compared with one and

a half per month?
Dr. Foror. That is right.
I have to emphasize we are dealing with small figures. This comes

from a total of 39 cases, 22 who have been vaccinated, 17 not. vac-
cinated. The numbers are small.

Dr. Cooper temporarily suspended the program, not because of a
high risk, but because we could not answer the questions on whether
we had a slight increase in risk.

Senator NFiJsoN. One more brief question.
Has any case of encephalitis appeared among the population receiv-

ing swine flu vaccine?
Dr. FoFaF. I believe in 2 months we have through our surveillance

system had seven cases of encephalitis. But this appears to be totally
consistent with what one would expect without vaccine.

I might just, add this surveillance is the most sophisticated we have
ever had for a vaccine. That does not mean that other systems have
been relatively bad.

For polio, we have been able to pick up a side effect in 1 in 5 million
vaccinations, which I think is already a very good surveillance system.

What we are doing with flu is even better, and we picked up seven
cases of encephalitis, and this appears to be a normal amount.

Senator NirsoN. That you would have found seven-that is the
incidence you would expect in the nonimmunized population?

Dr. FoEoE. It is probably lower than we would have expected with-
out vaccinating. It is clearly within the range.

Senator NELsoN. Thank you.
Dr. Coop.R. Mr. Chairman, I would like, if I could take 1 minute,

to use in response to a question you asked earlier, for a more complete
answer, and to ask Dr. Krause of the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases to comment about what to do in the event
that influenza occurs this flu season, and what would need to be con-
sidered concerning a decision to reinstitute with or without a clean
bill of health.

Dr. KRAus.. First of all, Mr. Chairman, L would say that this year's
influenza program is, in fact, part of a continuing program of the
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Public Health Service, to conquer one of the last major plagues,
influenza.

The fact is tMtat a killed influenza vaccine has been used now for
many years, starting with World War II, and it has been used so
effectively, particularly in the military, that almost no influenza oc-
curs in the recruit camp population. Prior to its widespread use, in-
fluenza was a serious military problem. So we have a prevention
modality which is effective when appropriately and properly used.

In my opinion, influenza vaccine should be used in the future if it
is clear there is an epidemic risk coming due to a new strain of in-
fluenza virus, as we had this last year. Vaccination would be indicated
if the number of cases picks up during January and February, with
the kind of spread seen this last year with "A" victoria, virus or if
evidence for the beginning of a pandemic appears, as we had in the
last part of the last decade.

While there may be a minimal risk due to a disease such as Guil-
lain-Barre syndrome, the fact is that the risk of morbidity and mortal-
ity is much, much greater, if we are faced with a United States epi-
'demic of influenza or a worldwide pandemic of influenza. Last year,
for example, there were about 12,000 excess deaths due to "A" victoria.
We know that excess deaths due to influenza in any 1 year have been as
high as 50,000. The influenza vaccine is one which has been effective
in the past, has nearly eliminated influenza in the military population
when used effectively, and has the potential to do that in the future if
instituted at the appropriate time.

The reason the decision was made last year was the prospect of a
new strain of influenza which could possibly spread throughout the
country. I think if we were to have occurrence and spread of influenza
in January and February, we would then have to very seriously con-
sider use of the vaccine at least in high risk groups.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
Can a private patient go to a doctor and get a shot today?
Dr. Coovrai. In some jurisdictions, yes, sir.
Senator KENNkyDY. What do you mean in some jurisdictions?
Dr. COOPPE. Some places, the State health officials by their plan have

made some available.
Senator KE.NNEDy. Your suspension of the program did not affect

them?
Dr. CooPrR. Now, everybody is included.
Senator KEN..NEDY. Every private doctor, every clinic, andi every

hospital?
Dr. CooPEvR. That is our intention.
Senator KN NwY. That is your intention?
Dr. Cooerj Yes, sir.
Senator KENNED)Y. Do you know whether that will be complied

with?
Dr. CooPER. I hope that will be complied with, but this I cannot

assure by an mechanism that I am aware of.
Senator KENNEDY. Let me ask, could you elaborate on the other side

effects that are onInup
e would like to ask ,)octor, to have the staff sit (town with your

people and go over this.
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Dr. CooPER. Yes, we have a whole report. In this surveillance effort,
as with the heart attack situation, people who get immunization-since
you are talking about 40 million in a long period of, time-will come
down with a lot of different diseases in the range of the normal
incidence.

We will be glad to go through, with the staff, all the reports that
have come in.

Senator KENNEDY. What are the other serious side effects that you
have been reporting?

Can you tell us?
Dr. FoEGE. I think, in general, we are seeing fewer side effects

than we expected, because most of the reports deal with things that
cannot really be related-heart. attacks, diabetes, car accidents, items
like that.

We have fever, we have fainting, some items that we expect to be
happening with the vaccine.

But the majority of things that we have reported-
Senator KENNEDY. How can you say with such surety that heart

attacks are not related?
Dr. FoF.E:. As with deaths, the incidence or the rate does not appear

to be different in people who have received the vaccine as compared
to people who have not.

In those cases, we are not in the same dilemma we have with
Guillain-Barre-we have past figures which we can use as a
comparison.

Senator KEN N EDY. Let me ask you just about the number of cases,
the -legal cases that have been brought.

Dr. CooPF.R. Mr. Chairman, following the last piece of legislation
that was passed, as you know, the Department of ,Justice handles the
process. We have checked with them in preparation for testifying
here this morning. The General Counsel informed me that there have
been a large number, over 250 inquiries about the claim process, and
there have been 21 claims filed. Two of these are 'large and considered
serious, major claims. One of those was related to the Pennsylvania
situation. With one of those deaths which, as you know, we'have a
position that is unrelated, and the other where a heart attack victim
had a heart attack the day after he received the shot. And it is their
contention that it is Tolated.

That is the consideration.
The others-well, we can provide you again, provide the staff-I do

not have them with me--the details of what those lesser claims
relate to.

Senator KE NNEF.DY. Besides the Justice Department, have any other
claims come in, tort claims f

Dr. CoopEm. I am not aware of any other situation, Mr. Chairman.
We have asked the General Counsel and our own management. staff

to gather up this information on a regular basis, and we will bring
over the full file, if you like, for the staff.

We consulted with the Justice Department yesterday in prepara-
tion for announcing temporary suspension. And though ihey recognize
that this could, if improperly dealt with by myself in explaining it,
result in an increased number of concerns and claims, they felt the
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prudent thing to do was to act in the interest of the health of the
people.

Senator KENNTDY. I would be interested as well, and perhaps you
are not prepared to talk about it today, on what you are going to do
in setting up medical surveillance for these other immunization pro-
grams you mentioned earlier-we talked a little bit about those.

But I think this would be an area that we are going to be followingand following closely. I would hope that in the early part of the next
session you would come to us with some recommendations on how it
is going to be implemented.

Dr. CooPE. Yes, sir.
I mention in passing that we had anticipated this even without this

situation, including the consent question, and 'how you interpret it,
and of the six major topics in this study that you asked us to follow
through with. The first stage, the report is ready; the first report will
be six task forces following through. We have them on a deadline.
We will be ready in the early part of the next session to make specific
recommendations for this.

Senator KENNEDY. If I could just make some general conclusions
to see whether you would agree with then, Dr. Cooper.

First of all, that the Guillain-Barre disease is noncommunicable,
to the best of your knowledge and based on the information available
to -you, and that the American people really ought to understand that,
and their fears should be relieved of that particular kind of a factor.

I think we can agree on that?
Dr. Coopm Absolutely.
Senator KENNEDY. Second, we are not sure yet that GuiHain-Barre

is related to the swine flu vaccine. And you cannot say based on the
scientific information available at this time that it is related to swine
flu vacoinet

Dr. Coopm. There is a statistical trend that we cannot explain at
the moment, but we cannot causally relate it at the moment.

Senator KENNEDY. The third point is that I think the American
people ought to understand that there is a medical surveillance net-
work which is working at the present time to provide the early warn-
'ing of this and similar problems.

It is in place; and I am sure you would like to see that it is strength-
ened and that there is greater compliance with it in terms of State
and local communities.

The fact is that only about 108 or 109 reports-w hat is the figure?
Dr. Form. 107.
Senator KENNEDY. Report on that out of how many ?
Dr. Fow o We would have expected about 600 during this period

of time.
Senator KNmmY. What does that say?
How effective is it then?
Dr. COOPER. The anticipated one given bv Drs. Tower and Foege

is extrapolation from four limited studies. We do not know what the
real estimate is, and the difference is that the surveillance study in
the vaccinees--it is not a reportable disease.

So what we need to do is to strengthen this as we find these kinds
of problems, go back to the National Center for Health Statistics and
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add to that, while separating it from a large lump of so-called neuro-
logical disorders. That is not a failure of the surveillance system. It
is early warning sign, and we will add that to the reportable function
if it becomes the appropriate thing to do. That will answer the ques-
tion you are asking-it does not mean that it is not good. It meansjust the op ite.

Senator KNNDwY. Who has the responsibility for these other 500
who are supposed to submit those reports I

Dr. CooPEu. All the States and all the other primary recipients-
Senator KENNEDY. Will you give us a list of who is complying?
Dr. CooPzR. Sure.
Senator KENNEFY. Have you got that today?
Can you tell us who is complying and who is not complying?
Dr. FOP E. I do not have that, I think a key point is it is not a

reportable disease so we cannot fault someone for not reporting it-
Senator KENNEDY. But with regard to your medical surveillance

forms, your network, as I understand it, you are only getting 106 out
of 600, is that correct, approximately?

Dr. FowE. 600 that we would expect from the entire population
during this period of time.

Dr. Coopm Only 27 percent of the population has been vaccinated.
Senator KzNEDY. I am talking now about your various reports.
Do you not have a network that is out there, that is supposed to

reportto you?
Vr. FoEGE. That is right. They are reporting on people who have

received vaccinations.
Senator KENNEDY. Are you getting a report from every agency

that should be reporting to you ?
Dr. FoEGE. We are getting reports from them. We are not neces-

sarily getting positive reports on Guillain-Barre.
Senator KER'NEY. That you have to get back to-
Dr. FoEGE. That is correct.
Senator KENDY. Are you getting reports from every one of the

agencies though?Are they all complying?
Dr. FOEE. They are.
If we do not get reports, we actually call them. Every project doesreport.
senator KENNEDY. Now, the other additional point is that Dr.

Cooper commented on, and that is the importance of the American
people to understand that these other immunization programs, par-
ticularly children's immunization prog ms, are not affected, are not
implicated and not touchedby it, and it is extremely important for
every parent to understand that.

Dr. CooPz. It is absolutely essential that they understand it.
Senator KrNNEDY. Also I must say, Dr. Cooper, we will look for-

ward to getting your legal memorandum on that informed consent
provision.

Dr. CooPER. Yes.
Senator KENNrEDY. But I want to mention that we are initially

extremely concerned and distressed about the compliance with that
informed consent provision for a number of reasons, one just in terms
of information to the consumer, which is so extremely important, in
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terms of the side effects, and the risk-benefit ratio; second, because of
the various legal implications.

We spent a lot of time with our counsel in working on those pro-
visions, and we want to get to the bottom of this.

We look forward to your additional communication. We are going
to work with you to try and see. that not only the spirit but the letter
of the law is complied with.

I think it is extremely important to work with you on this matter.
Dr. COOPER. Absolutely. We would like to get to the bottom of it

also, Senator. It is actually through our own survey that we picked
this up and reported it promptly.

As we gothrough and asl people what this means, and with the
States and with the private physicians, we will try to get to the bottom
of it promptly. It is not an intent in any way to subvert either the
letter or the spirit of the law.

Senator KENNEDY. Finally, Dr. Cooper, I think there is enormous
interest and concern about this recent development and I think it
would be very useful if your Department on a weekly or bimonthly
basis would give a report on the progress of this review so that we
Keep informed.

I think it is terribly important..
Dr. COOPER. It is terribly important, and I agree, on a weekly

basis, we will keep you informed of our progress.
Senator KEN NrFDY. We would like to do it on this committee, and

you could give us a weekly report. We will obviously communicate
this to the American people, release it, and I think it is very, very
important for our committee and the Congress and for the country.

Dr. CooPRr. It will be very helpful for us as an avenue for dis-
semination of the information.

Senator KENNEDY. I want to again thank you all very, very much
for coming to us this morning.

I wish you all a good holiday. Merry Christmas.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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